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Abstract
My thesis is a report of my research into a manuscript book of the early fifteenth century, in
Middle English: London, British Library, Harley MS 2320. This book includes a calendar, a
zodiac prognosticatory text in prose, a poetic lunary, and detailed instructions for making
forty patterns of braid. There are some later additions on spare leaves and in margins.
No one has previously written about MS 2320 as a whole, so that the connections
between its parts, and the use of the book have not been studied.
I looked at the book as a made object, and also studied the texts within it. As a
professionally made book with no literary or overt religious content, as well as having been
initially made as one item, MS 2320 falls outside the usual studies of what are often termed
miscellanies. One outcome of my work is a proposal that the further study of this type of
book could yield valuable information about the book trade of its time and place, and its
customers.
My research compared the manuscript with a range of literary texts, which shed light on
what information a poet of the time would expect his readers to know, and I have given
examples of how the meaning of certain expressions in literary texts contemporary with MS
2320 become clear.
Changes in meanings of some words over time also became apparent from the
manuscript.
I approached the book primarily from a new historicist point of view, which allowed for
a wide view of where this book fitted into the world at the time of its making, and allowed for
a range of sources, both literary and technical to be used in my research.
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Introduction

The study of late medieval manuscript miscellanies as whole entities, rather than as sources
for texts, has attracted scholars over the past forty years, a period that “stems primarily (in the
field of Middle English studies at least) from the work of Derek Pearsall” (Connelly 2015, 8).
It is in the framework of this dialogue that I have carried out the following study of the early
fifteenth-century manuscript, London, British Library, Harley MS 2320. Even in the
increasing range of studies of whole manuscripts, MS 2320 represents a type rarely
investigated, the small professionally produced book of useful texts with neither literary nor
overtly religious textual content. I have studied the book in its social and economic
environment, with the aim of identifying as far as possible the path of its physical creation,
the nature of its first owner and that person’s input into its content. In my research I aimed to
gain a greater understanding of the texts within the book, their usefulness to the owner, and
the background to their form and wording. Through studying the additional writings in
various hands, written on the final folios and in margins over the years after the book was
first made, I investigated the continuing use, and change of use, of the book over time. In this
thesis I have also commented on previous studies and scholarly mentions of Harley MS 2320,
and identified some areas where their work has been limited or mistaken in its interpretation.
My attention was drawn to MS 2320 through an initial interest in one of its texts,
which I soon found to be more interesting when considered in the context of its
accompanying material and physical presentation. Consequently in my research I have
studied the book as a whole, treating each part equally, and in relation to the world of its
time. In the words of Raluca Radulescu: “a key to understanding the importance of multi-text
manuscripts … resides in considering all the texts therein within the broader cultural and
political situation within which they came into being” (Radulescu 2015, 122). Where I have
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compared sections of MS 2320 to similar texts in other manuscripts, it is in order to reflect
my observations back onto MS 2320 rather than to broaden my selection of manuscripts for
close study.
One outcome that arose during my research was an increased awareness of
misunderstandings that can arise due to changes in the meanings of words. In functional
documents like catalogue entries these then can become the common reference to a work. My
interest in textiles leads me in particular to the use of the words lace(s) and braid, the first of
which, still used in the British Library catalogue entry for MS 2320 to describe a picture, led
to earlier misdating of the manuscript. I will discuss this in more detail in Chapter One when
writing about the dating of the manuscript. Changes in meaning can also lead to considerable
variation in modernised versions of a text. As an example of this, and also in relation to the
word lace, in Chapter Three I compare six modern translators’ interpretation of this word in
the relevant passages in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. The topics that I have researched
in my study of the texts in MS 2320 are also relevant to the understanding of some passages
in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century poetry, and I will give examples of these at the
appropriate points in the thesis.
Because it contains no literary texts, MS 2320 sits outside the main flow of research
into manuscript miscellanies. Even though much attention is now being given to complete
manuscripts, the manuscripts chosen for study are still often seen as valuable in the light of
their literary and religious texts, with other inclusions being given less value by many literary
scholars and editors. Other scholars, whose particular interests lie in those less literary
inclusions, tend to collect similar texts from a variety of manuscripts and compare these, to
the almost complete exclusion of the remaining content of the manuscripts. In this category,
but relevant to my research, is the extensive work of Irma Taavitsainen and Laurel Means on
prognosticatory texts, Carrie Griffin’s research on the various versions of The Wise Book of
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Philosophy and Astronomy, and the detailed work on two fifteenth-century braiding manuals
carried out by Noémi Speiser, Elizabeth Benns and Gina Barrett.
Neither does MS 2320 fit comfortably with the research done on another type of nonliterary manuscript miscellany; that is, those that were created by, or for, a single owner or a
family over time, commonly termed household books. These often have a variety of mostly
amateur handwriting styles, and can be socially and politically topical in their entries.
Possibly the best known of these is Robert Reyne’s commonplace book,1 dating from
between 1470 and 1500, made available to scholars through the transcription and editing of
Cameron Louis who lists 120 entries in the manuscript (Louis 1980, xvi–xvii). Another, now
referred to as The Tollemache Book of Secrets,2 is available in facsimile and transcription
through the Roxburghe Club’s handsome 2001 edition, edited by Jeremy Griffiths and A. S.
G. Edwards. A further example is that of Louis Jean Ayoub’s extensive analysis of the
physician John Crophill’s manuscript book,3 in his 1994 Ph.D. thesis, John Crophill’s Books:
an Edition of British Library MS Harley 1735. These manuscripts, researched and transcribed
as above, are books of interesting information written and compiled over time by or for their
owners.
Harley MS 2320 falls into a separate category, the professionally made book, made as
one item from its inception, including popular elements common to books that are known to
have been made in some numbers. This does not preclude the possibility of some text
selection by the commissioner or purchaser, which would add to the book’s usefulness in the
owner’s household. My study of such a book is therefore a recognition of this type of book as
being part of the greater field in the study of manuscript miscellanies, but also in a separate
category within that field. The holdings of the great libraries no doubt contain many other
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examples, but to date nobody seems to have noted this as a group of texts to be studied and
compared with each other.
The object of this study, Harley MS 2320, is small, measuring only 157 x 123 mm,
with 74 parchment leaves. The text is in four sections; first (fols.1r–4v), a typical medieval
perpetual calender with lunar and solar references as well as saints’ days listed; second
(fols.5r–30v), prognostications (that is, predictions and horoscopes) for people born under the
twelve signs of the zodiac; third (fols.31r–52r), a lunary, or guide to both good and bad fate
for each of the days in the moon’s cycle; and last (fols.52r–70v), instructions for “laces
makyng”, being in fact, instructions for the making of forty different patterns of braiding by
what is now known as the fingerloop method. The same scribe wrote all four sections, and
evidence from the arrangement of texts in relation to the gatherings shows that, with the
possible exception of the calendar, the sections were written as contiguous parts and could
not have been separate documents before binding. The first three sections are topically
connected by their relation to the sciences of the calendar and astrological prognostication,
but the fourth is completely different. The introduction of the braiding section makes an
unusual combination of subject matter, and is coupled with two abrupt and awkward
transitions between sections at the beginning (fol.52r) and the end (fol.70v) of these braiding
instructions. The investigation of these transitions, discussed in more detail in Chapter One,
became part of my study of late medieval bookmaking in relation to workshop practice and
the possible input of the commissioner, and first owner, of the manuscript.
Other than the written text, the book has three 6-line illuminated capitals, two foliated
page surrounds, and many rubricated 2-line capital letters. Some later textual additions on the
final few leaves, and in some margins, are in different hands. These give indications of the
ongoing use of the book in private hands.

5
Methodology
I first looked into the manufacture and contents of MS 2320, as well as its social and cultural
environment. No manuscript is an exact copy of another. Each transcription of a text was an
individual physical act and involved choices made by patron and scribe regarding content,
accompanying texts, materials used, and decorative matter. Identifying these facets of a
manuscript can add to knowledge about the material, economic and social environment of
books of a particular period and place. Stephen Nichols supports this view, writing:
Beyond transmitting basic information about a given text, they (scribes) speak to us
about its social, commercial and intellectual organization at the moment of its
inscription. Such attention to the single manuscript as a historical artefact – materialist
philology – has become an exciting and richly rewarding new enterprise in medieval
studies, an enterprise peculiar to the study of a manuscript culture (Nichols and Wenzel
1996, 1).
By using the phrase “at the moment of inscription,” Nichols is saying that changes of
direction could be made during the progress of the scribal work. This might be in the choice
of texts, the ordering of the texts, or decisions about truncating or extending texts for various
reasons. The decision might be the scribe’s or the paying client’s. Ralph Hanna expresses this
changeability of the manuscript book during its making when he says:
I have been fascinated by the oscillation between the planned and the random. I am
especially struck by the degree to which producing these volumes required constant
flexibility and readjustment of what may, at some points in production, have been a
reasonably fixed program (Hanna 1996, 37–38).
In Chapter One I argue for this flexibility being a possibility in the making of MS 2320.
By applying what I had learned from the study of the manuscript to passages of
literature contemporary with the manuscript, I used aspects of the new historicist approach to
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the study of literature, especially the first of H. Aram Veeser’s five tenets of new historicism:
“Every expressive act is embedded in a network of material practices” (Veeser 1994, 2).
However I diverged from Greenblatt’s use of anecdote as the beginning of a debate on a point
of literary criticism (Greenblatt 1990, 5), by choosing instead a physical object. Also, once he
had used an anecdote, Greenblatt would often discard it as having served its purpose. In
contrast, MS 2320 is always the focus of my study and my literary sections are closely related
to it. My methodology is more akin to that of another new historicist critic, Lee Patterson,
when, in his “Appendix to Chapter 4” in Acts of Recognition, he begins by describing the
physical manuscript New Haven, Beinecke Library MS 493. He proceeds to analyse its
arrangement, working outwards from this to a discussion of the literary works included in the
manuscript (Patterson, 2010, 110–19). On a larger scale, two volumes of chapters by different
authors, each volume discussing a particular manuscript, being Texts and Contexts of Oxford,
Bodleian Library, MS Laud Misc. 108 (Bell 2011), and Studies in the Harley manuscript: the
Scribes, Contents, and Social Contexts of British Library MS Harley 2253 (Fein 2000), are
based on practice similar to that of Patterson. In these volumes each of the chapter authors
takes a different critical approach to the manuscript, or a text within it, often extending their
discussion into the society and economy of the place and time of the manuscript’s creation.
The physical features and dating of the volume itself, a possible owner, provenance, scribes,
separate texts within the volume, and its relationship to other manuscripts are all studied.
These are the directions that my research on the far more modest MS 2320 has taken.
MS 2320 is not part of the well-known Middle English literary canon of the late
medieval period, but as Stephen Greenblatt wrote: “If there is any value to what has become
known as new historicism, it must be here, in an intensified willingness to read all the textual
traces of the past with the attention traditionally conferred only on literary texts” (Greenblatt
1990, 14). He, with Catherine Gallagher, cited Gottfried Herder’s much earlier work as an
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inspiration for the change towards new historicism when they write: “Herder’s brilliant vision
of the mutual embeddedness of art and history underlies our fascination with the possibility
of treating all of the written and visual traces of a particular culture as a mutually intelligible
network of signs” (Gallagher and Greenblatt 2000, 7). By studying not only the text, but the
script and illuminations of the book itself, and signs within it, which indicate owner and
usage, I build such a network. I then relate this more widely to the book trade, textile
workers, and astrology of fifteenth-century England, widening the network finally with
connections to some Middle English literature of the same period.
Literary texts that include passages or themes relevant to my study are principally
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, but also include works by
Gower, Skelton and other late medieval English authors. These were not pre-chosen before I
began this research. Their selection rose directly from matters encountered in my study of the
manuscript, and brought to my attention areas where the understanding of those works or
passages may have altered over time, due to changes in the surrounding society and culture.
These areas include the concept of what studies are deemed to be true science, the manner of
representing specific dates, changes in the economic situation of women in society, and
changes in meanings of words. I explore these issues in later chapters, in particular the
reading of the medieval calendar in Chapter One, the place of astrology in medieval thinking
in Chapter Two, and the meanings of the word lace in the late medieval period in Chapter
Three. Other than scholars who are deeply embedded in their area of expertise, a modern
reader of medieval literature may overlook these changes and thus miss subtleties in texts. An
understanding of these details can enhance the reader’s imaginative response, thus adding
value to all future reading. Instead of seeing only the words on the page, the reader will
visualise an aspect of the everyday world at the time of writing. MS 2320, the object of my
study, itself contains texts that can be seen broadly as representing cultural aspects of the
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time, and more narrowly as useful adjuncts to daily life. My references to literary texts are
therefore not all one way. As well as seeing how understanding gained in the study of MS
2320 can enhance the reading of literary works, I will show how those literary works can
inform the texts within the manuscript. The new historicist view of the equal status of all
texts allows well for this two-directional approach.

Previous Studies of MS 2320
Between 1923 and 2015 different scholars have transcribed three parts of MS 2320 in
isolation, adding varying amounts of commentary. In 1923 Willard Farnham transcribed “The
Dayes of the Mone,” which is the third part of MS 2320 (fols.31r–52r), his transcription and
notes appearing in the journal, Studies in Philology.4 After a further period of neglect, the
manuscript attracted the notice of Eric Gerald Stanley in 1974, when he transcribed and
commented on the fourth part of MS 2320 (fols.52r–70v) in his “Directions for Making Many
Sorts of Laces.”5 Finally, in 2015 Sandra Zeegers chose the second part of MS 2320 (fols.5r–
30v) as the subject of her thesis Þe Zodyak of Twelue Signesse.6 These three sources have
made my entry into each text much easier than it might have been, though I have also
carefully compared their transcriptions against the original manuscript.
However, no one appears to have made a study of the book as a whole. In the critical
attention paid to the manuscript to date, there has been little consideration of the relationship
between the parts, few attempts to place the whole book in the context of its time and place,
and limited investigation of economic and social issues regarding it. This isolation of parts
has, until recently been a common way to approach medieval manuscript books: as Stephen
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Willard Farnham. 1923. “The Dayes of the Mone.” Studies in Philology. 20(1):70–82.
E. G. Stanley. 1974. “Directions for Making Many Sorts of Laces.” In Chaucer and Middle English Studies in
Honour of Rossell Hope Robbins. Edited by B. Rowland, 89–103. London: Allen and Unwin.
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Sandra Zeegers. 2015. ‘Þe Zodyak of Twelue Signesse’: an Edition of the Prognostication Attributed to
Bartholomew of Parma in London, British Library, Harley 2320. MA Thesis. Nijmegan: Radboud Universiteit.
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Nichols says: “Previous scholars have focused their attention on texts because these are
presumably what the manuscript was designed to preserve; as a result, texts, as a rule, have
been readily detached from their manuscript context when copied for editing” (Nichols and
Wenzel 1996, 2).7 As well, in concentrating on the texts of the main parts, no previous
scholar has considered the continuing use of the book by studying the evidence of the later
manuscript additions. In this thesis I have brought the whole together by examining the parts
in relationship to each other, as well as the material added later to the volume, putting both
parts and whole into the context of its time and place. 8
In carrying out my study, the book as a whole construction of physical and intellectual
materials was my focus. I have not made a close textual study, nor criticised minute details of
transcriptions provided by previous scholars. I have compared existing transcriptions to the
manuscript itself and found only small matters of added punctuation and the occasional minor
word to disagree with. Nothing I have found affected the meaning, nor necessitated an
exhaustive commentary in the context of this study.

The Literature
I have found that comparing MS 2320 to other fifteenth-century English household books has
been useful for identifying similarities and differences between them, thus positioning MS
2320 in its social world. Several of these have specific texts in common with, or ones very
similar to, those of MS 2320. As a general work The Commonplace book of Robert Reynes of
Acle: an edition of Tanner MS 407 edited by Cameron Louis,9 has been of interest in showing
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An example of the approach is the “Harley Lyrics” which have been extracted from a larger and more varied
manuscript, MS Harley 2253, and re-ordered according to the editor’s idea of categories, with no relation to
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8
This analysis has been made possible by the very high quality digitised copy of the manuscript made available
on-line by the British Library.
9
Cameron Louis, ed. 1980. Commonplace book of Robert Reynes of Acle: an edition of Tanner MS 407. New
York: Garland Medieval texts.
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the wide range of subjects that an owner-created household book might contain compared
with MS 2320’s limited contents. For comparison with the prognostications, MS 2320
fols.5r–30v, Carrie Griffin’s 2013 Middle English Wise Book of Philosophy and Astronomy10
refers to the accompanying text The Book of Destinary, which frequently accompanies The
Wise Book, and is one of a type of popular zodiac-based destinaries. A thorough comparison
of the many versions of these would be another study, but there is a strong suggestion of
similarity to MS 2320’s second section. John Crophill’s Books: an Edition of British Library
MS Harley 1735, which covers a doctor’s commonplace books, and was edited by Louis
Ayoub11, alerted me to the varieties of medieval English lunaries and introduced me to the
invaluable studies on the topic by Laurel Means and Irma Taavitsainen. The later fifteenthcentury manuscript book known as The Tollemache Book of Secrets12 has a wider range of
interests than MS 2320, with gardening, book making and mending, techniques of
illumination, herbal medicines, and hawking included. Like MS 2320 it is also written by “a
single scribe (or two scribes at most) … containing no purely literary texts” (Scott-Macnab
2003, 61). The original scribe is unknown and the earliest known owner was Catherine
Tollemache, who married Lionel Tollemache in 1581, and died in 1620 (Griffiths 2001, 2–3).
The braiding section of this manuscript, with its close analysis by Noémi Speiser in her Old
English Pattern Books for Loop Braiding,13 has provided a fascinating comparison to the
fourth section of MS 2320. Here I was able to see the almost identical text within a selection
of other material apparently made by a wealthy fifteenth-century woman with interests that
are not represented in MS 2320.
10
Carrie Griffin. 2013. The Middle English Wise Book of Philosophy and Astronomy: a Parallel-text Edition.
Heidelberg: Universitatsverlag.
11
Louis Jean Ayoub. 1994. John Crophill’s Books: an Edition of British Library MS Harley 1735. PhD diss.,
University of Toronto.
12
Jeremy Griffiths, and A. S. G. Edwards, eds. 2001. The Tollemache Book of Secrets: a Descriptive Index and
Complete Facsimile with an Introduction and Transcriptions together with Catherine Tollemache’s Receipts of
Pastry, Confectionery, etc. London: The Roxburghe Club.
13
Noémi Speiser. 2000. Old English Pattern Books for Loop Braiding: a Monograph Critically Comparing
English Instructions from the 15th to the 17th century. Arboldswil: Self-published by the author.
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In the study of the manuscript itself I have investigated the physical aspects of its
making and the world of fifteenth-century English bookmaking, including the scribes,
illuminators, market and customers. Here I have found the work of Jonathan Alexander, Janet
Backhouse, Margaret Connolly, Linne Mooney, Malcolm Parkes, Derek Pearsall, Kathleen
Scott and Daniel Wakelin to be particularly helpful, though many others contributed as well.
For the background on medieval calendars, their origins and how to read them, I
found invaluable Edward Richards’ Mapping Time: the Calendar and its History14 and Jörg
Rüpke’s work, The Roman Calendar from Numa to Constantinople15 as first resources, while
I used other works to look at practical usage aspects, such as Anne Lawrence-Mathers’
chapter “Domesticating the Calendar” in Women and Writing, c.1340-c.1650.16 I turned to
documents of the time, including the Paston Letters,17 for examples of everyday ways of
writing dates, though I have also found other examples that show that it would take a detailed
study of many sources to make any definitive statement on this. My study of calendars led
into the consideration of almanacs and the progress from manuscript to print, which affected
the manufacture and distribution of these probably more than any other type of literature,
becoming a major industry by the latter sixteenth century. Eustace Bosanquet’s introduction
to the facsimile of a 1598 almanac18 is of great use here, and Bernard Capp’s Astrology and
the Popular Press: English Almanacs 1500–180019 is a key later text.
Astrology, whether approached as a medieval science, new-age mysticism, or a source
of pictorial elements, never seems to lose its appeal, and there is a broad range of work about
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E. G. Richards. 1999. Mapping Time: the Calendar and its History. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Jörg Rüpke. 2011. The Roman Calendar from Numa to Constantinople: Time, History and the Fasti. Oxford:
Wiley-Blackwell.
16
Anne Lawrence-Mathers. 2010. “Domesticating the Calendar: the Hours and the Almanac in Tudor England”.
In Women and W riting, c.1340-c.1650, edited by Anne Lawrence-Mathers and Phillipa Hardman, 34–61.
Woodbridge: York Medieval Press.
17
Norman Davis, ed. 1971. Paston Letters and Papers of the Fifteenth Century. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
18
Eustace Bonsanquet. 1935. “Introduction” to An Almanack and Prognostication for the Year 1598. Made by
Thomas Buckminster 1598, v–xiv. London: H. Milford.
19
Bernard Capp. 1979. Astrology and the Popular Press : English Almanacs 1500–1800. London: Faber.
15
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it, much of this relating to a wider medieval period. Regarding Chaucer’s works, which are
dense with astrological references, studies range from the technical Chaucer’s Universe20 by
science historian John North, to more culturally based writing by authors such as Peter
Brown and Ann Astell. Other scholars of Chaucer’s astrology, such as J. C. Eade and
Chauncy Wood, also spread their interests across a wider range of authors, giving a better
perspective of the whole period. The different conclusions drawn by these authors on specific
issues demonstrate how little is known as uncontestable fact about social and intellectual
aspects of the time outside of the literature. Jean Rhys Bram’s translation of the fourthcentury Firmicus’ Matheosis21 demonstrated the complexity of a fully worked up astrological
natal chart compared with the simple prognostications by the month in MS 2320.
As well as Noémi Speiser’s analysis of the braiding section of The Tollemache Book
of Secrets, mentioned above, works by other modern braiders were helpful, especially
Elizabeth Benns and Gina Barrett, with their 2007 publication of Tak V Bowes Departed: a
15th Century Braiding Manual Examined.22 This book gave me a detailed understanding of
the actual process being described in the fourth part of MS 2320, with all the forty patterns
having been worked through by experts and rewritten in a modern format. In the process they
found technical errors in the instructions in MS 2320, either in this scribe’s words or in the
copy he had in hand, and compared these with The Tollemache Book of Secrets where they
found both similar and different errors, pointing to the strong possibility of earlier exempla.
Works by textile historians Noémi Speiser, Masako Kinoshita and Rodrick Owen, and
cultural archaeologists Beatrix Nutz, Karina Grömer, Katrin Kania and Joy Boutrup have
contributed to my knowledge of the geographical spread and the antiquity of fingerloop

20

John North. 1988. Chaucer’s Universe. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
Julius Firmicus Maternus. 1975. Ancient Astrology, Theory and Practice: Matheseos Libri VIII. Translated by
Jean Rhys Bram. Park Ridge, NJ: Noyes Press.
22
Elizabeth Benns and Gina Barrett. 2007. Tak V Bowed Departed: a 15th Century Braiding Manual Examined.
London: Soper Lane.
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braiding. This type of input is rarely found in academic humanities literature, a lack which
demonstrates the value of widening one’s search for information and respecting the expertise
of writers in practical fields, when approaching a topic from an interdisciplinary angle.

Arrangement of Chapters
I have divided the work into three chapters. Each discusses the historical and social aspects of
the topic first, with some mentions of passages of literature interspersed when appropriate. It
proved too disruptive to place the more extensive passages about particular literary texts
within this practical material, so Chapters Two and Three have separate sections discussing
literary works where I have made detailed analyses in the light of the information gained by
the study of the manuscript.
Chapter One concerns the manuscript book itself, as a made object. I discuss where it
sits in relation to other fifteenth-century books of mixed practical information, and then I
look at the production of such a book, given that it was made by one professional scribe, not
either an owner/compiler or several writers. This chapter focuses on the book trade, scribes
and workshops, illuminators, and customers; all in relation to this one book, with the
intention of placing it as closely as possible within its contemporary world. Looking forward,
I also touch on the changes that the advent of printing with moveable type brought in the later
fifteenth century, especially in relation to calendars and almanacs, which included
prognosticatory material. Also related to the time after the first creation and acquisition of
MS 2320, I examine the later additions to the book that include another type of
prognostication, some herbal recipes, some birth records, and various marginalia. In this way
I create a picture of the book, not static at the date of its creation, but as an ongoing useful
item, prior to its becoming part of the late seventeenth-century antiquarian collection, which
eventually became the Harley Collection in the British Museum in the eighteenth century.
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The full catalogue record from the British Library details this provenance and is reproduced
in the Appendix to this thesis.
In Chapter Two I discuss the three topically linked parts of the manuscript, which,
from now onwards, I will term the Calendar, the Prognostications and the Lunary. The
Calendar has the dates of the zodiac and the golden numbers, which track the new moons,
and this links it to the two other items. The Prognostications gives the calendar dates for the
beginning and end of each zodiac sign. In the concluding verses of the Lunary the reader is
advised to take up a calendar, by doing which he would be able to work out which particular
days were auspicious for planned activities and other aspects of life. I explain how to read a
medieval calendar, recognising the presence of the Metonic Cycle, the Roman calendar, and
the Dominical letter, and their relationship to the Church’s moveable festivals, as well as the
fixed saints’ days and zodiac dates. I then show how understanding these elements helps a
reader appreciate references in several literary works of the fourteenth and fifteenth century.
I discuss the Prognostications and Lunary in the light of the medieval view of the
cosmos, in particular astronomy and astrology, which were then regarded as complementary
sciences. I compare the texts in MS 2320 with other similar prognosticatory writings in order
to place it within the hierarchy of texts from highly complex to popular, though all ultimately
derived from Greek, Roman and Arabic sources. In doing so I also argue that the British
Library’s title for the Prognostications section is misleading. Medieval literature is dense with
astrological allusions that have fascinated scholars and been much discussed, so rather than
investigating specific instances, I have shown how astrology as a serious topic of study is
mentioned in various texts, as well as examples of works on astrological topics written for
laypeople.
Chapter Three examines the fourth section of the manuscript, which I will term the
Braiding Instructions. I explain the confusion created by the lace making term used in earlier
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descriptions of this section, and explain what is actually being taught. Here one is on firm
ground as the instructions have been analysed and recreated by modern experts in the textile
field, and also compared to another fifteenth-century manuscript with an almost identical set
of instructions. I discuss the place of such instructions in a household, the range and use of
the resultant products, and the ubiquity of the technique in question, both geographically and
temporally. This leads to a discussion of the female professional makers of such braids in the
fifteenth century, the silkwomen, and their economic status. I follow the instructions through
time, finding them again in the seventeenth century, and then surfacing once more in the
twentieth; the braiding technique unchanged, though technology has aided the
communication in book and electronic form.
The literary section for this chapter relates to the change in meaning of the words lace
and braid, not only after the late medieval period, but also in earlier centuries. I relate the
variety of terms available in the fourteenth-century to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight in
some detail, and compare six modernisations of this work in relation to these terms. I also
take up the issue of the economic status of the London silkwomen and relate this to Chaucer’s
Wife of Bath.

Conclusion
In my thesis I study Harley MS 2320, which fits into a separate category within the wider
scholarly field of manuscript research; that is, the professionally made book with a limited
range of information, consisting of mainly generic texts, though with particular material that
can help to locate it in its social and economic milieu. By researching the relevant issues
involved in its production and texts, I put develop a picture of the original owner, who may
also have had a hand in the choice of texts and presentation, as well as the gender and
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economic position of this person. I also examine the small texts added at a later date and use
this information to gain an understanding of the ongoing use of the book.
I also relate terms, expressions and words explored in my study, to passages of
literature contemporary to MS 2320, in order to understand their meanings in that context.

Terminology
I refer to the four parts of MS 2320 as the Calendar, the Prognostications, the Lunary and the
Braiding Instructions. For the technique used in the Braiding Instructions, I use braiding, not
lace making. I use lace(s) only when quoting a medieval text, or if referring to a modern lace
such as a shoelace, or the textile that we now know as lace.
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Chapter One
The Book Itself
Physical Description
In this chapter I discuss MS 2320 as a physical item. This includes consideration of the world
of fifteenth-century English bookmaking: the scribes, illuminators, the market and the
customers. I have also taken a look forward in time to the effect of the advent of printing later
in the same century, which is particularly relevant regarding the first three parts of the
manuscript.
Harley MS 2320 is a modest book compared to some of the elite Books of Hours of
the fifteenth century, but with its vellum leaves, professional scribe, and its illuminations, it
would not have been cheap. Irma Taavitsainen describes it as “a luxury MS” (Taavitsainen
1988, 64). Below is the essential physical description from the British Library catalogue (the
full record is in the Appendix):
Title: Miscellany of treatises relating to prognostication, astrology and braiding in verse
and prose.
Materials: Parchment codex. Dimensions: 157 x 123 mm (text space: 103-105 x 75
mm).
Foliation: ff. iv + 74 (all flyleaves are paper). Modern foliation in pencil '1-74' (ff. 71,
72v-74 originally blank).
Collation: Gatherings individually mounted on guards: i 6-3 (first and second missing;
sixth now attached to the second gathering),ii 8+1 (first added from first gathering), iii 81

(second missing), iv-ix 8 , x 8-1 (fifth cancelled), with horizontal catchwords.

Layout: Ruled in ink for single columns of 17 lines, first line below top line (33 lines
with first above top line on ff. 1-4v, calendar).
Script: Gothic.
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Three large historiated initials in red or blue on gold ground, with decorated borders (ff.
5, 31). The subjects of the illustrations are: f. 5r, ‘F’(ader): a man kneeling in prayer; f
31r, ‘H’(e): a scribe at work; 52r, ‘I’(n): a woman making lace. Smaller initials in blue
with red pen-flourishing adopting foliate patterns. Initials in red or blue.
Using the modern pencilled foliation, the original contents are listed as:
1. Calendar (ff. 1r-4v);
2. Prognostication attributed to Bartholomew of Parma (ff. 5r-30v);
3. A lunar prognostication in verse (ff. 31r-52r);
4. Directions for braiding (ff. 52r-70v)
The British Library calls MS 2320 a miscellany, but I am of the opinion that it did not begin
its existence as such, even if the accumulation of original items and later additions led to that
description. Miscellany would seem to be a useful catch-all word, but has the implication that
the contents are miscellaneous and unconnected. However, with MS 2320, the main bulk of
the manuscript (fols.1–70) is in the one scribal hand. This is the principal part of the volume,
which I shall henceforth refer to as the Calendar, the Prognostications, the Lunary and the
Braiding Instructions. The Braiding Instructions are left unfinished at fol.70v, then the
following three leaves are ruled but otherwise originally left blank. These three leaves consist
of fol.71 and fol.72, and allow one leaf for the missing cancelled folio in this gathering.
These blank leaves are followed by a single page, on fol.73r, of prognostications by
dominical letter. This leaf is in a similar script to the main text sections, giving an appearance
of being contemporaneous with it. The British Library record has this text as being added up
to fifty years later than the main text. If this is so, then it seems to have been intended to look
as much part of the original book as possible. The Calendar on fols.1–4 is connected by topic
to all of the prognostication sections, including this last added one, with only the Braiding
Instructions not having this connection. I will discuss this aspect later in the chapter on that
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section. Only the later informally written additions on fols.71–72 and fols.73v–74r, of simple
herbal remedies, a table of contents, plus some minor marginalia dating from the sixteenth
and possibly the seventeenth centuries, give the manuscript some semblance of a miscellany.
The originally planned volume MS 2320 is a coherent book of practical information. The
Calendar, Prognostications and Lunary could have been of use in many situations. The
Braiding Instructions suggest usefulness in a domestic or workshop situation.
The gatherings are given in the British Library description above. It seems likely that
the Calendar was originally a separate gathering. It was, when whole, a gathering of six
leaves, which would have given one side to each month. Now the gathering is missing three
leaves but one of these is attached to the following gathering, so that there are actually four
leaves of the original six. This gives eight sides for the eight months that we have, beginning
with May. It is more worn and appears to have been more handled than the remainder of the
book, so may have existed separately for some time. After this, the main text begins on a new
gathering with the text that the British Library has entitled “Prognostication attributed to
Bartholomew of Parma”. From here on, the beginnings and endings of the sections do not
coincide with the gatherings at all, so it seems that the bulk of the book was planned as a
whole and not made up of separate parts, later bound together. The scribal hand is consistent
right up to the end of the braid making section, with only a few originally blank folios
remaining. The three large 6-line initials beginning the Prognostications, the Lunary and the
Braiding Instructions are consistent in size. I will discuss the style of these later in this
chapter.

Dating
The British Library gives the date of the manuscript as “1st quarter of the 15th century to the
17th century” to cover all the addenda and marginalia. Most commentators now accept the
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early fifteenth century date for the original volume, but this was not always the case. In his
1759 A Catalogue of the Harleian Collection of Manuscripts, Humphrey Wanley does not
propose a date for the manuscript but sees the laces (or braids) as being “in Fashion in the
times of K. Henry VI and Edward IV” (Wanley 1759, 2:462), which indicates the years
1422–1471. This treats them purely as fashion items whereas lacing, cords and braids were
used for practical purposes at all times over the medieval period, especially before the general
use of buttons and other clothing closures. The braids in the instructions range from simple
and plain to elaborate and complicated, so would cover a range of uses, not only those of
fashion. Other writers were misdirected by the term lace being used in the singular in
Wanley’s description, and by his description of the female figure in the illuminated capital I
on fol.52r that begins the section on braid making, as “sitting & making of lace”, which still
exists in the British Library catalogue as “a woman making lace”. I will come back to this
image later, when discussing the illuminations, but for the purpose of dating the manuscript it
threw Henry Bradley’s ideas out as he assumed a connection with bobbin lace and therefore a
date of no earlier than 1500. His entry under mascle in the Oxford English Dictionary, which
is quoted by E. G. Stanley (Stanley 1974, 89–90) was, until recent editorial revisions, marked
in the on-line OED as “obsolete”, so his mistake had been recognised as such by the editors,
but left in the OED as a record of past thought. It is now unfortunately absent in the current
on-line OED. Although also dated and unaccompanied by examples or discussion, Willard
Farnham’s estimate of the early fifteenth century, or even late fourteenth century on linguistic
grounds (Farnham 1923, 73), is now commonly accepted (Stanley 1974, Carroll 2003,
Zeegers 2015), and current authors continue to cite Stanley and Farnham (Benns 2007,
Speiser 2000). In agreement with this, the British Library gives the first quarter of the
fifteenth century as a starting point for the original book, and extends their date range to the
seventeenth century to include the additions and marginalia.
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Later Additions
The study of extra material added since the time of a book’s first creation can be instrumental
in assessing the ongoing use of a book. This material might be items such as bookplates that
have been glued in, physical signs such as turned down page corners, or notes and texts
written on the pages of the book. The additions in MS 2320 belong to the last category, being
added texts on the final leaves (fols.71–74) and marginalia on various leaves throughout.
The British Library record dates these as being from the later fifteenth century to the
late sixteenth, or possibly early seventeenth century. It lists Item 6 “Prognostication by
Dominical Letter” on fol.73r as being of the latter fifteenth century, which would be
approximately fifty years after the main texts. There is no date for the herbal recipes (Items 5
and 8), and for the table of contents (item 7) they give “late 16th or 17th cent”. This spread of
dates is applicable to only the final few leaves that represent a very small percentage of the
book, and this sets MS 2320 apart from the more usual household book of the pre-printing
age. In those, information on many topics of interest to the owner has often been
systematically added throughout the book over a period of time. In MS 2320 only one
definite date for the added material can be inferred. This is from the wording of a marginal
record on fol.19v of three births, which reads: “Born the 5 of September in the morn. 1552.
Richerd Havell. Richerd Hooper, Maud Derrye”.
Taking the extra texts in order, approximately by length, we first come to the
“Prognostication by Dominical Letter”. This single page has the dominical letters A – G,
standing for Sunday – Saturday, down the left side as large capital letters. Beside each are
two or three lines of text, giving the prognostications in brief for the year. The scribe,
possibly an amateur, seems to have been deliberately attempting to be as close to the earlier
lettering style as possible. It is the only page with twenty-two lines instead of seventeen, and
the writing has been cramped to fit the words in. In several places there are rather roughly
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drawn line fillers, these being decorative elements that fill the remaining space in a line
where the text stops short. A later hand has written corrections to words in the margin and
underlined words in the text. These later additions are in two colours of ink and may have
been by separate writers. The “Prognostication by Dominical Letter” is the only one of the
added items that relates directly to the calendar and the first two texts. The original heading
has been trimmed off by a binder at some later date, and the heading “Litera Dominicalis” is
written informally in a much later hand, which is similar to some of the marginal corrections.
There is little agreement with actual forecasts in the similarly titled dominical day
prognostications in Robert Reyne’s manuscript (Louis 1980, 312–314), though both were
probably related to the Christmas Day or New Year’s Day forecasts. In these the dominical
letter, as discussed in the “Calendar” section, indicates the day of the week when either of
those days falls. If Christmas or New Year falls on the day indicated, then the following
year’s forecast is that of the text to the right of the letter. Unlike the earlier works in this
volume, this text includes many rural references to sheaves and beasts and includes
foretellings of the fortunes of kings. The difference in emphasis sets it apart from those
earlier prognostications. This could be one indication of a change of ownership, or
alternatively the purchase of a landed estate by a successful city family.
The British Library record has allocated the latest of their proposed dates for the
addenda to the addition of a Table of Contents on fol.73v, that is, of the late sixteenth or early
seventeenth century. Interestingly, this table does not mention the calendar. Either it was
considered just a standard preface to such a book, or it was still separate when this table was
written. By this time printing had enabled the annual use of calendars specific to the year, so
it may have been of little interest. The prose prognostications, called by the British Library
“Prognostication attributed to Bartholomew of Parma”, are listed as “Of fortune telling
according to the signs”. The poetical lunary, which the British Library calls “A lunar
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prognostication in verse”, is here called “Of lucky and unlucky days according to the age of
the Moon – verse”. The final original item has been given by the early seventeenth-century
indexer the title “Of making lace”, which is possibly another source of the later confusion on
this topic, whereas the British Library has corrected this to the more accurate “Directions for
braiding”. By the end of the sixteenth century lace-making, both bobbin (bone) lace and
needle lace (punto in aria) were well established, so the indexer should have been aware of
the difference between that and fingerloop braiding. By this time it could be that the book had
become of antiquarian interest only, and the text was taken on face value as the indexer made
his list.
As the British Library also has given the whole book the title, “Miscellany of treatises
relating to prognostication, astrology and braiding in verse and prose,” it can be seen how
early manuscript items, once bound inside covers, take on a life related in some part to the
various hands through which they pass. I have argued against the term miscellany for this
manuscript, but it has acquired that word in its semi-official title and will be deemed such by
most readers because of it. The seventeenth-century indexer had no interest in Bartholomew’s
connection to the first main prognosticatory item, but this has become a focus due to the title
given to it by the British Library. The lunar text had more interest to the indexer for its lucky
and unlucky days than as a general prognostication covering many topics. Here I feel that the
British Library’s title is closer to the text, which covers much more of life than simply lucky
and unlucky days. The use of the singular lace, used in this later index, appears in only one
place in the British Library record, but has taken on a life of its own, only questioned when
the content is examined closely. In the modern context this interest has mainly come from the
craft and archaeological communities rather than historians or bibliographers.
Most of the other addenda in the final leaves are medical recipes in various hands.
Those on fol.73v and fol.74r are specifically for “the mother”. The recipe on fol.71r ends, as
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my reading interprets it, “hyt schall distrye the corrypcyon and save man and woman wyth
the grc off god”,23 thus seeming to be intended to be used as we would an antibiotic. All of
these are herbal recipes that probably could be made and applied by any competent housewife
or lady trained in the skills usual for girls who were destined to run households. Examples
from the following century are given by Anne Lawrence-Mathers where daughters or wards
were trained in reading, writing, managing a household, playing an instrument, basic surgery
and preparation of salves (Lawrence-Mathers 2010, 54). Also writing of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, Linda Pollock says that “for the gentry, ministering to the ill and poor
was an important part of élite philanthropy” and that this was tolerated by the professional
medical people because the poor would not have been able to afford their fees, so that the
professionals were not being deprived of income by this charitable work. The ladies were
also responsible for the “routine needs of their household” (Pollock 1993, 97). The recipes in
MS 2320 use common herbs such as feverfew, mugwort (artemisia vulgaris, also known as
wormwood), milfoil, elm, pennywort (or pennyroyal) and scabiosa. Herbal lore was not mere
village custom. In the thirteenth century Bartholomaeus Anglicus, in his De Proprietatibus
Rerum said that artemisia “is ycleped mooder of herbes … hoot herbe and drye … It exciteþ
menstrual blood, and clensiþ and conforteþ þe mooder” and quotes Isidore of Seville as his
authority, taking us yet further back to the seventh century (Bartholomaeus 1975, 915). This
knowledge may have been well beneath the university-centred medical training and
considered mere women’s business by the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but it was
deemed worth writing down more formally by the owner or scribe of the fifteenth-century
Leechbook.24 In this, several of the herbs named in MS 2320 are included in recipes; milfoil
under its more usual title of yarrow combined with pennyroyal to help with stomach or womb
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“It shall destroy the corruption and save man and woman with the grace of God”.
London, Medical Society of London MS 136.
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pain, and on another page a poultice of wormwood, wine and honey for bruises (Dawson
1934, 33–35). In the sixteenth century, when William Turner was writing his Herbal, the first
volume of which was published in 1551, “he consulted frequently with ordinary people, and
specifically with women, who might be better-versed than university-educated physicians in
herbal matters owing to the convention of household medicine being women’s work” (Knight
2009, 45).25 Far from being ineffective products of a pre-scientific era, some of these herbs
are still recommended in recently published books shelved in the libraries of today’s medical
schools. Aviva Romm gives uses for feverfew leaf as an anti-inflammatory; yarrow as an
antimicrobial, urinary antiseptic and astringent; mugwort as an emmenagogue (a substance
that stimulates menstrual flow); and slippery elm as being good for relieving inflammation or
irritation (Romm 2010, 554–609).
One recipe in MS 2320, at the bottom of fol.70v, is of a very different nature. This is
in Latin, immediately giving it more authority, and includes “diamargareton”, powdered
pearl, an expensive ingredient. In a text of 1425, Lilium medicina, Bernard of Gordon says of
this ingredient, “let hym vse þis electuarium ӡif he be riche” (Norri 2016, 290).26 Pearls were
then credited with many medical properties, among which were strengthening the heart,
restoring strength and prolonging life (Kunz 1908, 311–31). In line with these properties, the
Indian tradition also had them as being an aphrodisiac (310), but I have found little evidence
that they were valued for this in Europe, except perhaps as a result of the above qualities
attributed to them. Rather, they were lauded for their purity and described as being “genderd
of þe dewe of heuen … wyȝt, cler & rownde” (Peterborough MS 33 in Evans and Serjeantson
1960, 107).
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Later Turner turned more to medicine than botany and his attitude changed. In his 1568 Booke of Triacles he
writes against patients “following their own advice or else the counsel of some doting old God-dame” (Jones
1988, 122).
26
Norri is here quoting from Bodleian Ashmole MS 1505, fol.85r.
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The recipe on fol.70v also refers to an electuary (sweetened paste), this one made with
satyrion, a traditional male aphrodisiac made from a variety of the orchid plant. With
reference to the shape of the tuber, E. S. Teoh says: “The word ‘orchid’ itself is derived from
the Greek word orchis (testicle). Alluding to its aphrodisiacal property, another name for
these orchids was Satyrion (Latin Satyr and ion), resulting in the state of a Satyr” (Teoh 2019,
2). The Greek physician and herbalist Pedanius Dioscorides (ca. 40–90 A.D.) wrote of this in
his De Materia Medica (Schiff 2019, 2) but this may not have been a commonly circulated
text, as “knowledge of the alleged ‘uses and virtues’ of orchids became public in England
when William Turner (1509–1568) published his famous Herbal in 1551” (Teoh, 28).
Actually published in three parts from 1551 to 1568, Turner’s work is now seen as the preeminent study of the plants of Great Britain in the emerging science of botany, with the
advantage for the general reader of being in English, not Latin. As well as the botanical, it
also covered the medicinal properties of plants, not always in as scientific manner to our way
of thinking as the botanical. Although a Puritan, Turner described the English names for
Satyrion as “White Satyrion, or White Hare’s Cods, or in other more unmannerly speech
Hare’s Bollocks” (Jones 1988, 78). Elsewhere though, in a more moralistic tone, he does
differentiate between possible uses, describing a remedy as being “profitable for cold
husbands that would fain have children, but not for lecherous boars and bulls” (110). The
adding of this recipe to MS 2320 could then be from the later sixteenth century if it stems
from Turner’s books, though scholarly herbals in Latin had existed long before this, and
household books of the fifteenth century have many recipes similar to those in MS 2320.
It seems then that the various writers of the remedies in the last few leaves of MS
2320 had very different interests, though one could see two of these as being related to
procreation at its various stages. The difference between these is more noted in the matter of
expense, as the homely herbs of the cures “for the mother” are a long way from the expensive
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imported ingredients for the male’s needs. The latter, if related to the publication of Turner’s
herbal in 1551, shows that MS 2320 was still being actively used by an owner at that time,
more than a century after its original creation. By writing recipes into the book, there is the
expectation of using these at an even later date.
The handwriting styles of the recipe using pearl and satyrion (fol.70v) and the herbal
salve (fol.71r) are similar but not the same, having features of both secretary and anglicana,
with the former being more angular. The bottom text on fol.74r duplicates the text of fol.70v
in an untidy hand with similar features, whereas the text above this is the herbal recipe “for
the mother” in a mainly secretary hand. This recipe is copied on fol.73v in a later, perhaps
even seventeenth-century cursive italic hand. From fol.72v there is water damage, dirt and
wear that implies that any binding the book had in its early existence was not substantial,
leaving the calendar and these final leaves in worse condition than those of the main body of
the book. The cropping by a later binder may have been because of edge damage to the
leaves. The later binding must have been prior to some of the corrections on fol.74r due to the
rewritten title, which means that the book was still being read at that time, not just bound to
be added to an antiquarian collection. The many styles of handwriting in the recipes may be
through the owner asking friends to add any useful recipes into her book rather than writing
them in herself. The text on the verso on fol.72v runs:
Thys booke is own thyng & gode sc..ys
is another he that Stelys the own(?)
thyng I p(ra)y god send hem the other.
This is in a more flamboyant secretary hand and seems to be a curse against book thieves.
Marc Drogin, in his Anathema! Medieval Scribes and the History of Book Curses gives two
very similar examples: an earlier one: “Thys boke is one / and Godes kors ys anoder / They
take the ton / God gefe them the toder”, and the fifteenth century example: “This book is one
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/ And God’s curse is another / They that take the one / God give them the other” (Drogin
1983, 72).

Marginalia
Throughout MS 2320 there are various marginal notes and marks, written in different hands
and inks. The modern pencilled folio numbers run in a sequence, which ignores the missing
leaves in the first, second and tenth gatherings. They have, however, become established as
reference points for scholars writing about the text, and are used in the British Library
catalogue record.
There are brief added texts in several places in the manuscript. These seem to relate to
current interests of owners. On fol.11r, just below the beginning of the prognostication for
people born under Aries, a partly legible sentence is added in the bottom margin. The script
seems to say, “Take v wekis s. [=scilicet ‘that is to say’] from Richardus & say [lay?]
Richarde wherin is fowtid? [or sowtid? cow(n)tid?] s. it ends 2 hundred & 7 taking in the
ram”. This seems to refer to the sign of Aries related to a date perhaps, relevant to a Richard
in some way.
On fol.19v is inscribed: “Born the 5 of September in the morn. 1552. Richerd Havell.
Richerd Hooper, Maud Derrye”. I have been unable to pinpoint any of these names to a
location or geographic area. Perhaps it was the birth of three children on the same day, whose
mothers could have been known to the owner of this manuscript, which made it remarkable
and noteworthy.
There is also evidence that later readers have found it worthwhile to correct or
enhance the text, which indicates that the annotators cared that later readers would have an
improved reading experience or more accurate information. The book is therefore not seen as
too old-fashioned to be of use, even a century later.
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Explanatory or corrective words are in the margins in several places, in a hand of a
later period than the book text. They are in a mixture of Latin and English. Apart from
regular catchwords, these can be found as follows: fol.5r red ink, top of page. “Barthol…”
(the word is cut off by a worn corner but most likely “Bartholomew”);
fol.11v black ink, explanatory
words, “amiable”, “vengeance”
and “youth” in the left margin
clarifying meanings of the text,
and the Arabic number 33, clarifying the Roman number XXXIII that is split across two lines
of text; fol.13v black ink at bottom right of page, “cavet;fol:”, this is not a catchword; fol.14r
black ink “Hear born by number” (probably referring to the prognostication for Gemini that
begins above); fol.18r at right of line 9 “eund.”, which does not seem applicable to the text;
fol.20r black ink down left margin “(þt is) overcome them” explaining the meaning of line 7
for a reader; fol.24r “v” or a mark like “))” in left margin, the meaning of this being unclear;
fols.32–50 the numbers of the days of the moon have been added to the margins where there
had previously been no visual signal, other than a new line and sentence, that the text had
now gone onto the next day; fol.36r very faint and illegible words at top of page in red ink;
fol.54r faint and illegible words at bottom of page in red ink; fol.73r has several corrected and
clarified versions of words in both red and
black ink in the margins, such as “wedwes”
being corrected to “widowes” ; fol.74r has some faint words, partly cropped by a binder and
so illegible, at the top of the page, presumably the original title to this page.
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There has been some correction of, or addition to, the punctuation in the manuscript,
by two different hands, including addition of parentheses, and underlining of words.
This has mainly been added on fol.5r (Prognosticary parentheses, end-of-line slash), fol.5v (Prog. - parentheses,
end-of-line slash, marginal signs), fol.6r (Prog. parentheses, commas, end-of-line slash), fol.6v (Prog. - parentheses, end-of-line slash),
fol.11v (Prog. - underlining, end-of-line slash), fol.14r (Prog. - parentheses, end-of-line
slash), fol.18r (Prog. -parentheses, end-of-line slash), fol.19v (Prog. - parentheses, commas,
end-of-line slash), fol.20r (Prog. - parentheses, commas, underlining, end-of-line slash),
fol.26r (Prog. - parentheses, commas, end-of-line slash), fol.42r (Lunary - repeated line
crossed out in red), fol.51v (Lunary - heavy red underlining of one word; light red
underlining of several), fol.73r (Dominicalis - underlining of words that have corrected
versions in margin).
Patterns of dots appear on several recto pages, at the top or right margin of the page:
fol.22r (Prog.) 9 dots in 3 rows of 3
fol.25r (Prog.) 4 dots in a row

fol.40r (Lunary) pattern of over 20 dots in right margin

fol.5v (Prog,) and fol.55r (Braiding) 4 dots in a diamond; right margin
There are other possible deliberate single or double dots, but these may be simply accidental
marks on the page (fols.7r, 17r, 19r, 27r, 30r, 38r, 64r, 67r).
Taking a broad view of all of the corrected words and punctuation, it seems that the
interest of these later annotators lay mainly in the Prognostications, with some interest in the
Lunary but none in the Braiding Instructions. The first two of these were of general interest
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for both men and women, appearing in different forms in many manuscripts belonging to
people of a range of interests, as well as in early printed books. The marks on MS 2320 may
even have been early forms of guides to typesetters as Paul Saenger says that “the parenthesis
was the graphic form most closely linked to printing … Before printing, round brackets were
virtually unknown in manuscripts” (Saenger 1997, 497). The Braiding Instructions are also
known in a manuscript of the later fifteenth century, known as The Tollemache Book of
Secrets (Griffiths 2001). They were not of general interest however, and later readers who
were not concerned with following the instructions themselves would not work their way
through them, thus missing needed corrections. It may also be possible that MS 2320 had
passed into male hands by the time of most of the corrections.
More can no doubt be teased out from the evidence of small marks in the page
surrounds and blank leaves, but this intensive and painstaking analysis is outside the scope of
the current description. It is evident that the book had more than a passing interest for its
owners, being the repository of useful and notable information, and worth correcting and
annotating for future readers.

MS 2320 Compared to Other Household Books
Household books proliferated in fifteenth-century Britain. In England the landowning classes,
and their senior employees, had had a considerable degree of literacy for the purposes of
estate management at least as far back as the thirteenth century (Keiser 1999, 472–73). Keiser
says that “any of the late thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century manuscripts containing
these Anglo-Norman treatises are almost prototypes for the miscellanies that preserve
practical books in fifteenth-century England” (473). It is in these fourteenth- and fifteenthcentury household miscellanies such as The Tollemache Book of Secrets, The Commonplace
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Book of Robert Reynes of Acle27 and the Wagstaff Miscellany28, that we find treasures of
everyday information. All three of these are written over time in a variety of gatherings or
booklets, by either the owner, a succession of owners, or at the owner’s request. They are
written in informal scripts and have few rubricated initials, with any illustrations being simple
line drawings, not the work of professional illuminators. They cover a wide range of
information useful in the household, in the management of the estate, and in recreation. They
also might record events and commemorations, purchases and dealings, journeys and visitors.
Among the useful information was often one or more prognosticatory texts, whether zodiacbased, lunary, or related to the day of the week on which certain things such as thunder
occurred. We don’t know how closely people followed the advice in these, but they were
clearly deemed important enough to be placed on a level with essential practical items on
veterinary medicine, cookery, bloodletting, hawking and hunting, proceedings at the county
court, or the preparation of ink. Also included might be religious passages or literary works.
This accumulation reflects a period when the main method of acquiring a copy of a text of
any sort was to hand copy it oneself or to have it hand copied. Several of these collections
seem to have been compiled and bound together at a later date, in the sixteenth or seventeenth
centuries, so their separate parts may have had considerable circulation before the
compilation, for either reading or copying.
MS 2320 is unusual in its being limited to just the Calendar, the Prognostications, the
Lunary and the Braiding Instructions, and also in its apparently professional production and
costly historiated initials. Also, the three manuscript miscellanies named above have in
common the pre-existence as separate pamphlets that have been bound together. In the case
of MS 2320, apart from the calendar, which seems to have been contained within its own

27
28

Oxford, Bodleian Library, Tanner MS 407.
New Haven, Beinecke MS 163.
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gathering, this manuscript has been written in a continuous text that carries on across the
divisions between gatherings. Catchwords have been added to link these, a sign of careful
planning of the work as a whole. It contains information useful in running a household or
workshop, but its only life as a household miscellany, in the sense of the above-mentioned
three volumes, is in its later additions. As no extra leaves of vellum or paper have been added
to the original gatherings, these additions had to fit into the remaining blank spaces, and so
are few and brief, with little effect on the nature of the whole.

Manuscript Book Production in Fifteenth-century England
Not a great deal is known about the production processes of the bookmaking trade in England
in the fifteenth century. As with other pre-industrial crafts, there were many scenarios.
Monastic productions, such as those of the Austin friar John Capgrave (1393–1464) of Lynn
(Winstead 2007), accounted for a far smaller percentage of the overall output than they had in
previous centuries, though several other fifteenth-century authors and illuminators (also
termed limners) were Dominican friars, including John Lydgate, Johannes Siferwas and John
Teye. The Dominicans seem to have had considerable freedom regarding their working
locations and conditions. John Lydgate had his own grant of land and income and worked in
various locations for the Duke of Bedford (Winstead 2007, 119) and the Duke of Gloucester
(Connolly 1998, 81). Siferwas worked as an illuminator in London (Alexander 1992, 31),
whereas Teye was employed exclusively for years by the de Bohun family at Pleshey Castle
(29). Meanwhile, an increase in literacy among the aristocratic and middle classes meant that
the skills and education of both producers and consumers of literature had spread into the lay
populace to an unprecedented degree (Parkes 1991, 287–97), and a great number of
professional scribes and illuminators were from this population.
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At the top of the scale, grand families such as the de Bohuns employed their own
scribe and illuminator exclusively for this work (Sandler, 2014), producing exquisite works
for the family. Some wealthy and aristocratic clients had a trusted official, such as John
Shirley, employed by the powerful Beauchamp family, who found time to copy many literary
texts, in poetic and prose forms, both imaginative and didactic (Connolly 1998). The resulting
volumes were collections of texts rather than single cohesive works. Alternatively, an
educated fifteenth-century person might begin with blank quires of vellum or paper and write
his or her own commonplace book when items came to attention, as did Robert Reynes of
Acle29 and John Crophill30, as well as the writer of The Tollemache Book of Secrets31.
Although there is a great difference between a book professionally planned as a whole from
the start, and personal collections such as these of miscellaneous gatherings over time, the
above examples had in common that the books were being produced as ordered or wanted for
a given user or gift recipient.
Other possibilities come from the work of Linne Mooney and Estelle Stubbs, where
they find government clerks moonlighting as scribes in their spare time (Mooney and Stubbs
2013). This could have been quite a lucrative source of extra income, judging by the fees in
1476 for transcription stated by Henry Esmond Bell. He gives the scribe’s fee for a calendar
of 3000 words at 12d, and the time estimated at approximately 3,300 words per day (Bell
1936, 314–316). This can be compared to a member of the gentry being able maintain a
modest household on a taxable income of between 5 and 20 pounds a year (Connolly 1998,
16). However Mooney and Stubbs admit that they had to confine their investigations to major
English literary authors, and there is still work to be done investigating the Guild Hall clerks’
possible production of other popular works.
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Louis 1980. The manuscript is Oxford, Bodleian Tanner MS 407.
Ayoub 1994. The manuscript is London, British Library Harley MS 1735.
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Griffiths 2001. The manuscript is in a private collection in Helmingham Hall Library, Suffolk.
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In the literary field, one example of the work of the Chancery clerks is of the scribe
John Marchaunt’s seven full and partial copies of Gower’s Confessio Amantis. This comes
into the category of multiple copies, as proposed by Kathleen Scott who otherwise retreats
from any idea of mass production (Scott 1996, 1.58). As they were luxury copies “for the
wealthiest clients, who could afford to have them completed in the workshops of Herman
Scheere and John Sifrewas [sic]” (Mooney and Stubbs 2013, 61), these would probably have
been made to order, not speculatively.
Predominantly situated in London, but also in the university cities of Oxford and
Cambridge and larger provincial centres, were the bookmaking workshops. There is evidence
of attempts to create effective guilds within the book trades in London in 1357 and 1389, but
it was not until 1403 that a combined guild of binders, stationers, illuminators and scribes
was formed, in 1440 becoming the Mistery of Stationers. In York a guild consisting of
“limners, tournours (drawers of initial letters and borders) and notours (responsible for
musical notation)” was registered in 1377 (Alexander 1992, 31).
Workshops seem to have been small and centred in a district where other book trades
were nearby. In London there are several references to Paternoster Row, perhaps best known
as the site of Sir John Oldcastle’s being charged with having left a heretical work to be
illuminated and bound in 1413 (Alexander1992, 31). C. Paul Christianson writes, “the area
immediately surrounding St. Paul’s Cathedral had already, by the 1390s emerged as a bookcraft neighbourhood” (Christianson 1999, 129). This continued to be a centre of book
production into the printing era when Wynkyn de Worde set up his press in Fleet Street and
the area, also called “Little Britain”, became synonymous with the book trade from the midsixteenth century. As Mooney says, “More recently analysed evidence of professional scribes
points to workshop conditions. … Some of the evidence from multiple manuscripts produced
by professional scribes in the years leading up to 1475 suggests that they were producing
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multiple copies of books for sale, rather than writing only on commission for a patron”
(Mooney 2000, 138). She proposes that “printing was a viable enterprise in England from its
inception because professional scribes had already created the market for multiple copies of
texts” (139). An excellent study of such a case relates to the scribe known as the Beryn
Scribe, where several copies by him of the same work have been compared and his other
texts discussed (Mooney and Matheson 2003). His copying five manuscripts of the same
work, “apparently from the same exemplar” (364), supports the idea of popular works being
copied in anticipation of prospective buyers. The main workplace scenarios likely to have
been in practice are firstly where the scribes worked at the stationers’ shops, or secondly,
where the stationers contracted the work out to the scribes who worked in their own
workshops. Mooney and Matheson find evidence that the Beryn Scribe “was working in a
scriptorium where he had ready access to the exemplar … and where he supervised the work
of other scribes” (368). In contrast Malcolm Parkes and Anthony Doyle have analysed a
situation with a manuscript, Cambridge, Trinity College MS R.3.2, where they have
identified four scribes and little oversight of the project, indicating that portions of the
exemplar had been sent out to the scribes who each worked in isolation (Parkes 1991, 201–
48).
Much of the current scholarship on the topic is focussed on literary texts, especially
Chaucer, Gower, Hoccleve and Lydgate, but more in line with my study of MS 2320,
Christopher de Hamel proposes that popular items such as Books of Hours were made in
numbers, to be sold at shops attached to scriptoria, at least in large population centres such as
London (de Hamel 1970, 13). Writing of the Flanders bookmakers, J. J. G. Alexander says,
“There are also some signs of specialised export markets being developed, such as Books of
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Hours for Sarum Use32, which were written and illuminated by Flemish scribes and artists for
the English market in the fifteenth century” (Alexander 1992, 125). This statement points to a
considerable market in England for pre-made books. Mooney’s proposal about creating a
market for printed books would apply to calendars, almanacs and prognostications as much as
to literary texts; perhaps even more so, as printing raised the possibility of the annual
almanacs, which later became highly successful. Harley MS 2320 fits into this category by its
popular content and its consistent professional script, page layout and decoration.
One enormous change with the advent of printing was the sameness of the copies of
one printing of a work. Previously, as long as copies were made by hand, there was the
possibility of change, deliberate or unintentional, between single copies.33 There were many
possible causes for variation between manuscript copies. The exemplum presented to a scribe
for copying might be faulty or altered. An educated scribe might feel that they could (and
maybe should) correct, add, subtract or change the text in some way. At the city workshop
level of professional but not intellectually engaged workmanship, one can imagine that a
jobbing scribe making several copies of short works from exemplars would probably copy
word for word, barring slips of concentration. In Alastair Minnis’ translation of St.
Bonaventura’s prologue to his Sentences, the first and lowest level of compilation is the
scribe who “should copy as carefully as possible, adding or changing nothing” (Minnis 1979,
416). There might also be the case where the scribe had been presented with an assortment of
texts to copy and had little interest in the subject, or had copied many similar in the past and
so was overfamiliar with the texts to the point of carelessness. If working for himself he
32

The Use of Sarum was a specifically English form of the liturgy, having evolved after the bishopric of
Sherborne in north Dorset was moved to Old Sarum in Wiltshire in the latter eleventh century and then to New
Sarum (Salisbury) in the early thirteenth century (Pfaff 2009, 350–357). There was revision of this liturgy in the
mid-fourteenth century which seems to have added graduals, missals and breviaries as separate books (415). By
the fifteenth century “the use of the cathedral church of Salisbury became synonymous with secular liturgy in
the southern two-thirds of England” (437), so for Flemish makers of Books of Hours, it was the clear choice for
export to England.
33
This is the crux of Scott’s argument against the idea of “mass production” in the manuscript age, which she
says, “would normally indicate identical reproduction in large numbers” (Scott 1996, I:58).
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might add an occasional phrase to add authority to his text, or this might already be in an
exemplar placed in front of him. Harley MS 2320 would most likely have been made by this
process.

The Script
The British Library catalogue record names the script as “gothic”, a term that covers a wide
range of hands. Taavitsainen describes it as “textura quadrata” (Taavitsainen 1988, 64).
However Michelle Brown and Patricia Lovett, in their chapter on “Gothic book script”
(Brown and Lovett 1999, 87-94) give an example of perfectly executed textualis quadrata in
the Bedford Hours that is hard to equate with MS 2320. Elizabeth Benns describes it as “a
mixture of styles”, finding forms of some letters, for instance ‘a’, ‘e’ and ‘g’ to be
“characteristic of Anglicana” while ‘r’ can have traits of Secretary hand (Benns and Barrett
2005, 16), but she does not give an overall hand within which to fit these variations. In her
book on handwriting scripts Jane Roberts gives two examples of what she has termed
semiquadrata formata, which are the closest to the hand of MS 2320 that I have found
(Roberts 2005, 159 and 179).
Throughout MS 2320 there are minor scribal errors of the type made when interrupted
or tired. These take the form of repeated words (fol.15r, line 11; fol.59v, lines 8 and 12 and
others) or lines (fol.42r, line 12), but otherwise the scribal production is at a skilled level.
Stanley writes of “the many errors” in the braiding section, possibly because of an original
text dating back up to fifty years, and also of the very mixed language, although he does not
give instances of this mixed language. He talks of a scribe “copying ignorantly” and seems to
expect that the scribe should have corrected errors in his exemplar. However he does not
differentiate between errors of language and orthography, which a scribe might be able to
correct, and errors in the text that could be outside his experience (Stanley 1974, 90).
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Elizabeth Benns has analysed one set of grammatically related words and found five
variations of each form of the word in the braiding section alone (Benns and Barrett 2005,
20). However, a mixture of spellings for the same word is normal in texts of the period, and
need not mean more than that the scribe was just a copyist, with no expectation of him
engaging intellectually with the work. There are inaccuracies in the actual instructions,
identified by Benns and Barrett, which I will discuss in the chapter on the braiding part of the
manuscript.
There are omissions of some red or blue capital letters not added after the text was
written (e.g. fol.6v, line 10). This last may have been the responsibility of a turnour or
miniator specialising in capital letters and marginal flourishes. The same, or a different,
person who worked on the marginal pen flourishes has used a model that can be seen in many
English manuscripts of the time. A pattern book for scribes and illuminators, which is
deemed to be English of the fifteenth century, though it is now situated in Vienna, shows the
same capitals and pen flourishes as MS 2320 and others (Alexander 1992, 126–7) (see fig.1).

Figure 1 Examples of Initial A in Style of 15th Century Pattern Books

Pattern.Vienna, Ost.Nat.4943 Harley MS 2320 fol.10r

Dublin, Trinity College MS70

Two other known pattern books of the mid-to-late fifteenth century are BL Sloane MS 1448A
(Backhouse 1975 and Scott 1996, II:253–56), and one in the library of Shirburn Castle,
Oxfordshire, which Christopher de Hamel calls “Friar Baldry’s Pattern Book” (de Hamel
2009, 21–30). Alexander states that pattern books are a sign of a growing market for
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illuminated books “having to be met by new techniques to facilitate production and to keep
down prices” (Alexander 1992, 126).

The Illuminations
In spite of the guild restrictions on foreigners working in London, several illuminators from
Germany and the Low Countries did have workshops there. Two of these were Herman
Scheere and Johannes (not otherwise differentiated). Kathleen Scott sees the first two
historiated initials of Harley MS 2320 (fol.5r and fol.31r) as being “in Johannes’ style”, and
the final one (fol.52r) “in Scheere’s” (Scott 1996, II:78). These two artists worked in London
in the early fifteenth century, though far more is known of Scheere than of Johannes due to
his name appearing in documents such as wills and household accounts (II:86). There is also
his own identification of his work with the statement that it was his work, as in BL Additional
MS 16998 (Rickert 1935, 40), or incorporating his workshop motto into the background of
the picture, as in the Nevill Hours (Spriggs 1974, 104) (see fig. 2).
Figure 2 Examples of Initials Identified as by Herman Scheere

BL MS Additional 16998

BL Book of Offices 1405

Johannes seems to have preceded Scheere in coming to London, but little else is known about
him. Spriggs identifies a “Johannes Associate” in the Nevill Hours (Spriggs 1974, 122–25),
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which is similar to Scott’s attribution of the first two historiated initials in MS 2320 (fol.5r
and 31r) as “in Johannes’ style”. However the miniatures attributed to the Johannes Associate
in the Nevill Hours are far finer than the two historiated initials in MS 2320. Alexander says
that by the late Middle Ages “a hierarchy of activity had evolved where a leading illuminator
might execute the most important miniatures … and a less-gifted associate the rest”
(Alexander 1992, 49). In this situation a humble book of prognostications may have been
allocated to an assistant or even an apprentice for the whole work.
Figure 3 MS 2320 fol.52r Initial Identified as Being in Scheere’s Style
The third historiated initial “I” in MS 3230 (fol.52r)
has aspects of the Scheere school: the square frame, as
well as the hand and headdress breaking the frame and
the green floor tiles (Spriggs 1974, 111 and 129).
There is no attempt to involve the picture in the initial
letter that is at one side. In comparison with the bright
red, blue and green of the frame and background, it
seems that the figure has not been finished with colour as no doubt was intended. Some
highlighting is evident, especially in the face, neck and collar, which may have been a first
layer of colour but otherwise the figure shows only the preliminary drawing. In spite of this it
is possible to see that there is far more detail in the figure and her clothing than in the two
former initials, so that this would have given a richer impression if it had been fully realised.
Her headdress is of a style common in early fifteenth-century paintings. The fine floral spray
in the margin to the left of the figure also appears to have been drawn in but not coloured.
Alternatively, colours may have been used that have faded badly, though this seems unlikely
given the brightness of the background colours. The page appears to have been handled a lot,
so that it is not easy to envisage the image as it might have once been. Unlike the other two
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historiated initials, which were at the top of pages that began new sections, this one is half
way down a page where the text of one section is broken off suddenly in order to begin this
manual on braiding. The first two also have an illuminated page surround, whereas this one
does not.
The page surrounds on fol.5r and fol.31r may have been painted by other hands. The
two green leaves on fol.31r suggest a date not before 1415 according to Spriggs, who says “it
was not much earlier than c.1415 that additional green was introduced for leaves in the
borders” (Spriggs 1974, 108). The layout of the two pages is very similar but the execution
different, so these may have been done by different assistants in the house style. The quality
of the illuminations and other decorative work, even if in the style of two masters of the time,
as attested by Kathleen Scott (Scott 1996, II:78), has none of the expertise and precision of
known works by these masters, or even of others known as associates or followers. The
impression is that this work has been passed well down the chain or hierarchy in the
workshop, or even has been done by imitators elsewhere.
All three historiated initials appear to have been drawn from generic designs and have
little personalisation. By the fifteenth century these models were used extensively and can be
traced from manuscript to manuscript. The praying figure in the first initial F on fol.5r could
be used as a donor portrait, a scribe presenting his manuscript to a patron, a man kneeling
before the Virgin Mary, or, as here, an anonymous praying figure. Scott discusses the
common assumption that such a figure is often taken to represent a patron, and says, “the
single praying figure, of exactly the same sort as used to depict a patron before a saint, is by
itself usually a conventional type, not an individual” (Scott 1989, 1:19–63). He is old, as
signified by his grey hair and beard, and wears a long, unadorned robe and a cap with ties
under the chin, but other than these there are no defining features that could imply that he
represents a particular person, though his face does show some care in its drawing. The
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background is a quickly painted version of the much finer detailed backgrounds of such
figures in richer manuscripts, and the whole impression is of speedy work rather than
precision. The same applies to the foliate page surrounds.
The initial H on fol.31r seems to be by the same hand and is a generic figure of a
scribe at his desk, once again with little detail or attempt to accurately portray the scene. His
hands are out of sight, which meant that the artist did not have to differentiate between a
reading or a writing figure. He may be a monk as there is a hint of a tonsure and the shoulder
cape looks a little like a monk’s robe, but one wonders if a monk would be shown in a pink
robe and sitting in a bright red seat-desk arrangement.
The lady on fol.52r is in a position used by illustrators for women doing textile work
in several manuscripts. Usually, with her left arm raised and right hand downwards, she is
spinning, though other instances of this position have her weaving or net-making (see fig. 4).
The indeterminate enlargement of the left hand in our miniature could be a spindle in the
generic pattern. On fol.52r it seems that the illuminator has used this generic position because
the text relates to a woman’s textile craft, but he has no understanding of the actual work of
this type of braiding.
Lesley Lawton says that the artist of the time, “may not have read the text or properly
understood what he was required to portray … he may well have evolved his images out of
moduli: the stock of motifs involving undifferentiated figures and simple gestures which
could be combined at will” (Lawton 1983, 45). Realistic medieval portrayals of women doing
the type of braiding described in the text exist and the difference in bodily position between
these and MS 2320 fol.52r is quite clear (see fig. 5).
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Figure 4 Generic Position for Illustrations of Women’s Textile Work

Spinning — 15th century

Weaving — early 15th century

Spinning — 14th century

Netting — 15th century

Figure 5 Fingerloop braiding (fifteenth-century Spanish retable by Nicolas Zahortiga)
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The Compilation of the Book and Possible Purchaser
Books of Hours were made in the Low Countries for export to England at this time, but these
had a standardised format and content, being produced for the Use of Sarum, with variations
being mainly in the quality, and therefore cost, of the materials used and the workmanship of
the decorations. Prognostic material had far more variety, both in the choice and scope of
textual material, and in the method of presentation. Daniel Wakelin shows several non-codex
manifestations in his Designing English: a girdle book, a single-sheet lunary, a concertinafolded pictorial almanac, and a roll with a short guide to palmistry (Wakelin 2018, 60–66).
The customers for these would have been as varied as the product; some having only
elementary literacy; some being highly mobile, and others being in a household and with a
considerable degree of literacy. There may have been some importation of the pictorial
calendars as P. R. Robinson tells of customs records from Lynn from between 1428 and 1431
recording the confiscation of a dozen ‘lewdecalenders’ (Robinson 2009, 222).34 However, for
the written works the wide range of prognostic texts available35 gave little scope for the
multi-copies that seemed lucrative for the trade in Books of Hours, and therefore it would be
all the more likely that copies were made in England for English use. Also, with many texts
to choose from, it is probable that many customers ordered the selection that they wanted. An
English parchment roll, which is a short guide to palmistry, has the note in the caption,
“written at the request of an unnamed lady” (Wakelin 2018, 66). Although there is little
concrete evidence regarding stationers’ shops, there are contemporary European pictures of
customers at other types of craftsmen’s shops, a wealthy couple selecting at a jeweller’s in

34

“Lewd” here being used in the medieval sense of ignorant or unlettered, probably similar to the pictorial
almanac mentioned above by Daniel Wakelin.
35
These included predictions by zodiac sign at birth, lunaries giving the best days to do (or not do) activities
within the lunar month, predictions for the year depending on which day of the week Christmas fell, predictions
from the days when thunder occurred, with combinations and selections of these for specific purposes such as
medicine.
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Holland, a richly dressed man pictured visiting an illuminator in Italy, and customers at a
tailor’s shop (see fig. 6).
Figure 6 Customers Visiting Artisans’ Workshops

Italy – an illuminator in his studio

Netherlands – a goldsmith’s shop

Italy – a tailor’s shop
In this context, and related to MS 2320, it is possible that a person wanting a book of
prognostications and a calendar might arrange to have their selection of texts copied into one
volume, and that the workshop may have had calendars ready to hand to preface such books.
This would apply to the first three parts of MS 2320, the Calendar, the Prognostications, and
the Lunary. Alternatively, if these three items were commonly required ones, the scribe may
have almost completed this selection when there seems to have been a sudden change of plan.
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Taavitsainan says: “It seems that the contents of these prognostications could easily be
changed: items could be added or omitted according to the purpose of the tract or perhaps to
suit the taste of the writer or the audience” (Taavitsainen 1994, 291). The change in MS 2320
is so abrupt and so different from the previous texts that it could only have been caused by a
request, even a demand, from a customer. Earlier, at the end of the Prognostications on
fol.30v, there is half a page of blank vellum left at the bottom of the page and the Lunary
begins at the top of the next page fol.31r with a large historiated initial, the page being fully
framed in a planned design of decorative illumination. This happens mid-quire, so is not a
case of a separate booklet; merely a well-paced change from one text to another. However, on
fol.52r the Lunary is abruptly interrupted mid-phrase, with approximately fourteen lines
missing (Means 1993, 142). On the same page, and with no space to indicate a change of
topic, the Braiding Instructions begin. The historiated capital is the only indication that a new
text has begun here, albeit a significant visual indication, yet with none of the considered
dignity of the former change from the Prognostications to the Lunary. Because of the change
being two-thirds of the way down a page, there is no framing foliage around the page as on
fol.5r and fol.31r, and the initial seems unfinished. Later, on fol.70v the braiding instruction
for the hat braid is also suddenly interrupted but blank leaves are ruled up as if in preparation
for more. A scribe would surely only stop at this point if the customer demanded it, or if the
customer ran out of money to pay for his time and materials.
So who might this impatient customer have been? The Braiding Instructions tend to
suggest a woman as this was a woman’s pursuit, either as a useful pastime or professionally.
She must have been fairly wealthy to buy the book, though by this time the bourgeoisie were
buying books far more than in earlier times. Writing of a group of illuminated manuscripts,
Kathleen Scott says, “two of the three owners of these books were of the mercantile class,
one a stockfishmonger, the other a draper” (Scott 1968, 196). In the twenty-six folios of the
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Prognostications in MS 2320 there is only one reference to crops, which might suggest that
the owner was a town person. The information for the astronomical houses related to war and
kings is not included, which could imply that the customer was a woman. As a wealthy
woman, she was likely to have had a sizable household under her control. The Calendar
would have been of great use in planning activities centred on the religious cycle of festivals,
with the Prognostications and Lunary useful in choosing days to do, or not to do, various
activities. The build-up to Easter:
involved changes not only to the content of morning prayers (for those who performed
these) but also to patterns of food consumption and fasting. … Thus, for every
household, stocks of special foods were needed for the feasts; and yet their dating could
vary by more than a month each year. It would be equally important not to be left with
food supplies which could not be consumed during the fast period and yet which would
not keep until Easter. Patterns of meat consumption, fish supply, brewing and the
management of dairy produce would all be affected; and these were issues which fell
within the area of responsibility of women (Lawrence-Mathers 2010, 39–40).
The inclusion of the Braiding Instructions in MS 2320 could have been required in order to
keep the women of the household busy producing a useful commodity. Wealthily-dressed
women are often portrayed at textile crafts in medieval manuscripts, so if this is not simply an
artistic device it would be feasible that they might make braids as well as the tablet weaving
and embroidery frequently pictured. Braids, cords and laces were used for many practical and
decorative purposes so there would be a constant need in a household. Benns feels that the
book would be owned by a wealthy woman, but probably not a silkwoman as there are no
marginal corrections to the errors in the instructions as one would expect to find in a
workshop manual. “Such a woman would know how to make the basic laces and may have
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liked the idea of a collection of patterns, even if she attempted few of them” (Benns and
Barrett 2007, 25–7). I shall discuss this more in the chapter on this section of the book.
There are more braids described in the very similar instructions in The Tollemache
Book of Secrets so it may have been for these that the space of several pages was ruled and
left blank after fol.70v. After these blank pages, at the point where those extra braiding
instructions could be expected to finish, a further page of prognostications was added in a
similar hand to that of the main texts. In reality, there would not have been space here for the
full text of the Tollemache extra instructions, but it seems likely that there was an earlier
version, which was an exemplar for MS 2320, The Tollemache Book of Secrets and others of
its type. We do not know how long this earlier text may have been and The Tollemache Book
of Secrets may have had braids added since the earlier text. Alternatively the scribe may
simply have misjudged the space needed.

Later Developments
With most texts, the advent of printing with moveable type meant several things. After the
initial type-setting many copies could be printed in a short time; the text was uniform from
copy to copy of the same printing; there was a greater use of paper, which is far easier to print
on than vellum and was less expensive to produce. These factors all made books cheaper, and
a more common possession, albeit with the exception of the early luxury editions with their
added illuminations.36 As well, for later bibliographers, identical copies made up the edition
or printing, which in turn became the bibliographical reference point, rather than the
individual book.
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An example is the Book of Hours (Sarum usage) of 1498, Wellington, Alexander Turnbull Library, Howard
43.
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Change brought about by mechanical printing affected calendars and prognostications
in a way additional to the above. This was the possibility of disposable annual editions that
replaced the perpetual calendars of the handwritten days. The old calendars had needed to be
tailored to cover any year, with codes added for the owner to apply them to a particular year,
and any associated prognostications were separate items unless bound with a calendar. They
were far too expensive and time-consuming in the making to be discarded unless completely
worn out after many years of use. Once printers began issuing frequent editions, the almanac
became the item bought and consulted, combining the roles of calendar and prognostications,
as well as annual information of various types. The earliest printed calendars, printed in
England by Richard Pynson and Wynkyn de Worde, were simply calendars with tables of the
moon and other data needed to create the calendar (Bosanquet 1935, v). They were designed
in emulation of the manuscript ones, to be of continuing use over many years. Through the
early sixteenth century they developed into a form that they kept through their heyday in the
latter sixteenth century and the seventeenth century (Smyth 2008, 202). Eustace Bosanquet
gives 1540 as an approximate date when annual publications of combined calendar, almanac
and prognostications for the particular year began to be available (Bosanquet 1917, 5–6).
This form included an ecclesiastical calendar, advice for medical procedures, the diagram
known as The Anatomical Man,37 and tables of the moon and zodiac. They would also
include prognostications and significant events, including the weather and the best dates for
many farming activities. These prognostications were now for the one year only rather than
the generalised ones seen in MS 2320 and as such were printed hurriedly and in very large
editions. Being disposable, they had to be cheap, the small sizes selling for 1d. each, with the
larger octavo sizes for 2d. or 3d. (Bosanquet 1935, vii).
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This portrayed a human figure, showing the parts of the body affected by the twelve signs of the zodiac.
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Another great advantage of type was that editions could be produced for specific
geographic regions by simply resetting the type for a few pages. The title page would state
the area and even the meridian catered for, such as a 1628 almanac, the title of which
included, “… Warwicke, where the pole is mounted aboue the horizon 52 degrees and 20
minutes.” The result was that people in provincial areas had an almanac that reflected their
local conditions and events. This would increase the usefulness of the book enormously,
which in turn would increase sales. Almanacs could also be produced for particular
audiences, such as medical or legal, with little of the medical information to be changed from
year to year. The type for the calendar would have to be set up for all almanacs of the year
and so be handy for inserting in one with specialised professional or agricultural information.
Ironically, the titles of these annual almanacs often included a phrase such as
“perpetuall almanacke”, which seems counter to our understanding of the change from
manuscript to printing. They also retained the use of dominical letters for the days of the
week when they could now have used the days’ names, as the calendar referred to one year
only. However, one look at the cramped calendars on the often very small pages of these
almanacs shows that with space at a premium “d” is far more practical than “Wednesday”.
Gone is the old kalends system of counting down the days, which are now numbered as we
would do, in numerical and progressing order, in either Roman or Arabic numerals. Also
redundant, and therefore saving precious space by their absence, are the golden or prime
numbers on the left of the page in the manuscript calendars, which enabled one to work out
the dates of new moons in any year in the old perpetual calendars. In annual printed almanacs
the moon’s cycle for the specific year was given elsewhere in the volume. Easter for that year
was already given in the calendar, so the function of the information regarding the moon’s
cycle was increasingly related to the farming advice given (Capp 1979, 63).
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Almanacs became items that almost every person owned and consulted, and could be
expected to do so. Eustace Bosanquet gives two examples from Shakespeare: Midsummer
Night’s Dream Act III, Scene I where the clowns consult an almanac to see if the moon
would be shining on the night of their performance, and from King Henry IV Act II, Scene 4
where Henry asks what the almanac has to say. He also tells of Ben Jonson’s play Every Man
out of His Humor in which a farmer thinks that he will become rich by following the weather
prognostications in his almanac, unsuccessfully in this case, as he misreads the tables
(Bosanquet 1935, viii).
The disposability of the annual almanac changed its use in another way. Instead of
being a valuable item on which one only made important notes or records of lasting interest,
they were now used more and more to record planned activities and events of current interest.
Some editions included blank leaves bound in for just this purpose, and often had the word
blanke included in the title to indicate this. According to Adam Smyth, annotations came
under seven approximate categories, family births and deaths, health, the weather, travel,
accounting, legal, and husbandry (Smyth 2008, 205). Mostly they were current matters, with
odd pieces of information gleaned from friends, observations upon the weather, accounting of
sales at the local stock fairs, and projected activities. In many ways they were similar to
miscellanies such as Robert Reynes of Acle’s, with his very varied notes on all sorts of
topics. The difference is only that his was in manuscript and some of the information had
more lasting value. Looking forward, their use was also much like the use that many people
now make of their diaries. Their disposability has meant that few remain intact and those that
do are in a variety of depositories, rather than in major libraries.
Much of the information that used to be found in the old almanacs is now to be found
in the preliminary pages of published diaries: dates of holidays and religious festivals, phases
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of the moon, and first aid advice, with blanks at either end for the owners to fill with
whatever information they find useful.
Information about the lunar cycles was included in the almanacs and the later diaries,
but lunaries that gave prognostications based around the age of the moon, often for each day
of its cycle, continued to be printed separately as well. The poem referred to as The Thyrrty
Days of the Moon, which exists in nine manuscript copies including Harley MS 1735, was
“printed in 1528 by Richard Fakes in London, and again in 1547 by Robert Wyer”
(Taavitsainen 1988, 146). Later in the sixteenth century these continued to be published in
volumes of various prognostications, now known by titles such as Leonard Digges’ version
called Erra Pater or under the generic title The Knowledge of Things Unknown (147). This
title carried its popularity well on into the mid-eighteenth century, still purporting to be
compiled by “Godfridus” (possibly Galfridus Anglicus who taught at Bologna in the
thirteenth century), “after” Palladius (Taurus Rutilius Aemilianis Palladius, fourth or fifth
century CE), and often including The Kalender of the Shepherdes, which in its turn included
another popular explanation of astronomical medicine. These small books were scorned by
serious astrologers but were very popular. Some had illustrations and some were specifically
aimed at the unlettered. They attracted criticism and scorn from those who accepted natural
astrology but were sceptical “over the claims of judicial astrologers to be able to predict the
future” (Capp 1979, 31).

Conclusion
Harley MS 2320 is a manuscript of four original sections: a calendar, two prognostic sections,
and a manual on braiding, all in the same professional hand. When the quires are analysed,
three of these texts are continuous, with only the calendar at the beginning possibly having
been written separately. There are three 6-line illuminated initials and two pages have a full
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decorated surround. Other 2 and 1-line capitals are in blue or red, with red penwork
flourishes in the margins. It was created in the early fifteenth century, though there are
marginalia and added notes in hands of the later fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Within the variations in book production in the early fifteenth century, MS 2320
seems to fit best into the scenario of multiple copying of popular texts, though here with the
addition of at least one text chosen by a customer of the scribe or stationer. Indicators lean
towards an English, probably London based, production. The illuminations are said to be in
the style of two artists who worked in London at this time, and the choice of the Translation
of St. Thomas à Becket for 7 July in the calendar, rather than the more European St.
Ethelburga or Benedict XI, indicates an English origin.
The book would be expensive but not in the top price range as the illuminations seem
to be derivative and show signs of carelessness or inexperience in their execution. This would
put the book into a price range affordable by the wealthy merchant class, as shown by other
texts of known ownership. The calendar and prognostic texts would be of use in many areas
of life, but the section on braiding would indicate a woman owner. It is a book of practical
knowledge for everyday use.
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Chapter Two
The Calendar and Prognostications
PART ONE: The Calendar
The first section of the volume is the Calendar (fols.1–4). The positioning of the calendar at
the beginning of the volume, and its format, follow the practice of the Books of Hours of the
time. All of the prognosticatory texts in MS 2320 connect with elements of the calendar in
some way. The beginning of each house of the zodiac is marked in the calendar and these
dates are the basis for the prose text immediately following it. The age of the moon can be
worked out in the calendar from the golden or prime number at the left of the page, as I will
explain below, and is key to the poetic lunary (fols.31r–52r) in MS 2320. The system of
lettering the seven days of the week, also at the left of the page, is used as the structure of the
added table of prognostications on fol.73r. In other manuscript volumes, such as John
Crophill’s commonplace book38, there was often a considerable amount of medical lore that
was also closely related to the positions of the moon and stars. In MS 2320 this aspect is
represented only by the references to bloodletting and diseases within the prognosticatory
texts, as the few handwritten herbal remedies added later do not mention the timing of the
gathering of herbs, or of the application of the remedy.
Medieval manuscript calendars were far too expensive to be purchased as an annual,
disposable text, and were frequently to be found bound as part of a larger work. Once created,
they were only minimally annotated by the owner, being more a tool for reference than
personal record as happened later in the annual printed almanacs (Smyth 2008, 203–4). The
calendars at the beginnings of Books of Hours were largely concerned with giving the many
saints’ days of the year, the date of transition from one zodiac sign to another, the state of the
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moon, and possibly the unlucky days. Illuminators were mostly interested in portraying
seasonal information, frequently with idealistic scenes of bucolic pursuits, and sometimes
with a small zodiac picture at the mid-month change of sign.
Other calendars accompanied prognostic material, which is the situation in Harley MS
2320. Here the calendar’s relationship with the two prognosticatory texts is different, as the
astrological information becomes more important and saints’ days less so.

Reading the Calendar Page (see fig. 7)
Medieval calendar pages are, in their layout and information, unfamiliar to the modern eye.
The most striking difference is the lack of the day numbers counted in one sequence in any
month from 1 to 28, 30 or 31. Instead, using the third and fourth columns from the left of the
page, there was the system that descended from the Roman Empire, known as the Julian
Calendar, which counted down to three key dates in any month, nones, ides and kalends. The
first day of any month was the Kalends of the month, usually marked by a large KL (often an
elaborate two or three line high pair of initials). Nones was the fifth or seventh of the month,
so that the second of the month began the countdown to Nones with IIII or VI. After Nones a
countdown started again towards Ides, which was on the thirteenth or fifteenth of the month.
The day after Ides, the countdown began towards the first of the following month, Kalends
again. At the point where this countdown began, the name of the next month was often
written in as it is in MS 2320. In a formal document the entry for 16 July might read xvii kl
August, meaning that the day is the seventeenth day before the kalends of August. This
manner of counting the days was already old-fashioned by the fifteenth century and rarely
referred to in texts except in some formal church or legal documents, 39but it continued to be
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There were exceptions. The writer of another text of prognostications, which is now referred to as The Book of
Nativities, in London, Wellcome 411, consistently uses the ides as well as the numbered days of the month to
pinpoint the dates of the zodiac divisions of the calendar.
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Figure 7. The Calendar Page for November in MS 2320, fol.4r

Figure 2 Harley MS 2320. Calendar page for November
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shown in many, though not all, illuminated calendars. Where they are missing in calendars,
they have not always been replaced by any other method of counting the days.40
To the left of the counting of days are two columns, first a numerical one and second
a repeating sequence of seven letters. The numbers are the golden or prime numbers relating
to the moon’s cycle, and the letters refer to the day on which Sunday falls. This information
would be of general use, but its primary purpose was to ascertain the date of Easter. From the
early Christian era, the date of Easter had been of major concern, and much of the
development of calendars in the European world had centred on this. Once the date of Easter
had been calculated, the other moveable feasts fell into place. These were Shrove Tuesday,
Ash Wednesday, Lent, Maundy Thursday, Pentecost and others that were dated in relation to
Easter. As Easter falls on the Sunday after the full moon following the vernal (in the Northern
Hemisphere) equinox, the calendar needed to help the user to calculate where the moon is
during any month, and to recognise the Sundays for the year in which they are consulting the
calendar. The initial calculations, made by Alexandrian mathematicians to overcome
difficulties with the ancient Jewish calendar, had been extremely complicated. The full study
of this science, called computus, continued to be an ecclesiastical and academic preserve. For
the lay holder of the resulting product, the late medieval calendar, the essential work had
been done and they only had to work out how to apply this simplified version to their current
year, albeit with some complications when leap years were involved. There were practical
reasons to want to know well ahead when Easter would fall. The traditional sequence of
fasting and feasting, as well as the need for special foods for some festivals, made
foreknowledge essential for those running households and businesses. Anne LawrenceMathers writes: “Patterns of meat consumption, fish supply, brewing and the management of
dairy produce would all be affected” (Lawrence-Mathers 2010, 40). For the head of the
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household, “knowledge of the prime was the key to knowing the dates of the movable feasts
and thus being able to plan all the activities which they regulate” (46).
Looking now at the furthest left column on the calendar page, we have a list of
numbers from I to XIX in seemingly random order. This golden or prime number was derived
from the Metonic Cycle, named after the fifth century Greek astronomer Meton of Athens. It
was a cycle of nineteen years, over which time the moon passed through all the possible dates
for a new moon. So in any one month there were nineteen potential days for a new moon to
occur. The golden number would tell the calendar reader which of the nineteen days was the
correct one for the current year. To calculate the golden number for one’s current year, one
took the Anno Domini year number, added one, divided the result by nineteen, and the
remainder was the golden number. If there was no remainder, the golden number was
nineteen. Once known, the golden number for the year could be found in the list at the side of
any month and this would be the day of the new moon. The numbers did not run in numerical
order but they had a set sequence that repeated exactly throughout the year. Not every day of
the month had a golden number, which simply meant that a new moon would never fall on
those days.
In fact the dates were notional rather than accurately following the cycle of the moon.
In the fifth century they had been close to the real moon’s timings, but over time the
discrepancy between the calendar year, as calculated for the Julian calendar, had become
more and more out of step with the true year. Edward Richards says that the “discrepancy
meant that annual events such as the vernal equinox were falling earlier and earlier in the
calendar year at a rate of about one day in 128 years”. This was already noted by Bede in the
eighth century, and by the thirteenth was seriously concerning academics. Richards
continues: “more serious for the medieval Church was the observation that the dates of Easter
were staring to fall on inappropriate days. It was this that was to spur the whole reform
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movement” (Richards 1999, 239). His last sentence here was in reference to the Gregorian
calendar reform of the sixteenth century, though this was not adopted until 1752 in England.
A figure essential for the above calculations by prime number was the numbering of
years from the supposed birth of Christ, the Anno Domini year. This system of numbering the
years, also called the Incarnation Era numbering, was introduced by Dionysius Exiguus in the
sixth century, but Jörg Rüpke states that “… it was not finally implemented until Bede's
chronographical and chronological works” (Rüpke 2011, 156). However, throughout the
medieval period, this was not used as the common method of writing individual years.
Instead, many dates were given by referring to the year of a king’s reign, or, in ecclesiastical
documents, of a bishop’s or pope’s pontificate. In the introduction to his edition of the Paston
family’s correspondence, Norman Davis says, “Few writers troubled to record the year in
dating their letters; but some did – nearly always the regnal year rather than the year of Grace
for dating” (Davis 1971, xxxv). Examples of years being given both in Anno Domini form
and in reference to the consecration of a bishop are to be found in the Heresy Trials in the
Diocese of Norwich: 1428–31, as with: “xiij˚ die mensis Septembris Anno Domini Millesimo
CCCC◦ xxviii◦ et notre consecracionis anno tercio” (Tanner 1977, 37).
Working from the left of the page, the next column is the repeating sequence of the
seven letters from A to G. The sequence starts at A on 1 January, but carries on from one
month to another without a break so that the months February to December might begin with
any of the letters. This is known as the dominical letter. Richards gives complex methods of
working out what day of the week starts the year (302–309). However few people then or
now would care to go to such lengths and would no doubt know what day of the week
finished the last year, and therefore what day would begin the next year. If the year began
with a Sunday, then all days with an A beside them throughout the year would be Sundays. If,
on the other hand, it began with a Tuesday, then the first Sunday of the year would be 6
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January, which has the letter F. This signified that every day with an F for that year would be
a Sunday. For leap years the letter had to be pushed forward by one after the end of February.
To the right of the computational columns of figures was the open area where saints'
days and other information belonging to a permanent date were added. Studying the selection
of saints in a calendar can be productive, as some very localised saints may indicate a
regional origin for an item. An example of this is in the Sherborne Missal,41 which has days
in July for St Mary of Sherborne and also St Juthware, a local saint (Backhouse 1999, 5, 8
ill). MS 2320 does not list any such localised saints, and the only specifically English saint is
Thomas à Becket, whose death was then, as now, commemorated on 29 December. It was an
entry in every western European calendar though, whether made in France, Flanders or
England, so in itself does not indicate a specific market for the calendar. An English market is
indicated though, by the inclusion of St Thomas’ translation on 7 July, which did not appear
in European calendars, and is not seen in a modern encyclopedia of saints (Guiley 2001, 369–
75). As he was venerated throughout England though, this does not imply any specific
connection of the volume with Canterbury itself. Also included is St Giles on the first of
September, a saint named either Egidius, as in MS 2320,42 or St Giles.43 Although not an
English saint, St Giles’ name has become associated with London by geographic inference.
As he was the saint who protected cripples and beggars, a leper hospital and a district near
London were named after him as early as the twelfth century. In fact though, he was a Greek
who spent much of his life in France.
Compared to the calendars found in Books of Hours of the time, such as The Playfair
Hours44 or The Bedford Hours, 45 there are very few saints named in MS 2320. This leaves
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open the question of whether an item such as MS 2320 might have been produced several
copies at a time, with any extra information such as favourite or local saints being filled in on
request from the buyer. Saints’ days were important in everyday life as they were well-known
dates that people used as landmarks. Davis says, “few writers gave the day of the month but
by far the commonest method of dating was by reference to the nearest important saint's day
or other church feast” (Davis 1971, xxxv).
Also in this right hand area of the page was usually, as mentioned above, the name of
the following month at the point where the countdown to the next Kalends began, and a note
giving the date when the sun passed into the next sign of the zodiac. An example of this can
be seen on the November page in MS 2320, pictured above, where the nineteenth day is
annotated, “Sol in Sagitario”. More elaborate calendars might have a zodiac miniature here.
At the head of the page, to the right of the large “KL” many calendars give the number of
days in the month, but MS 2320 does not do this. Overall, the calendar pages here give an
impression of utility rather than the delight in the visual, which is evident in many Books of
Hours.

Calendar References in Literature
Having seen how different the perpetual medieval calendar appears to our eyes, compared
with a modern disposable calendar, it is not surprising to find that dates and other time
references in medieval literature are not always clear to modern readers. There was a greater
range of dating methods available and understood than we commonly use today, with the old
Roman kalends system, solar/lunar methods, commemorative days from the Christian
calendar and regnal years all in play. The fact that they were all understood by most people is
evident from the poetry of the day, which clearly expects readers to appreciate references in
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all of these systems. The following examples are from the fourteenth to the sixteenth
centuries.
In spite of the lessening of the use of the old Roman system of giving dates in the
fifteenth century, John Skelton, writing in the 1490s, clearly expects his readers to understand
dates given in this fashion when he uses kalends in “Agaynste a Comely Coystrowne”. Here
it suits the demands of alliteration and rhythm in the final couplet: “Wryten at Croyden by
Crowland in the Clay/ On Candlemas evyn, the kalendas of May” (ll. 69–70).46 By being
familiar now with the dating system from our study of the calendar, we know that this latter
date is 1 May, i.e. May Day. However, this does not match Candlemas Eve, which would be
1 February, and as the geographical references are also at odds, Skelton seems to have been
using places and dates to simply give a nonsensical ending to his sardonic poem, in which he
attacks an upstart musician at court. Arthur Heiserman, in his Skelton and Satire, notes that
this final couplet is very close to Piere d’Auvergne’s serventes of 1170, and proposes that
Skelton may well have actually read these poems (Heiserman 1961, 282–3). John
Scattergood, in his 2014 literary biography of Skelton refutes this, saying that the epistolary
references needed for that connection are missing, and links Skelton’s poem to medieval
flytings (Scattergood 2014, 94). French scholar Maurice Pollet, in his John Skelton: Poet of
Tudor England, makes no claims of links to earlier works, but says: “His calculated terseness
shows the author’s resolve to chastise the impudent fellow without going to the length of a
full-scale satire, which would do him too much honour”. Pollet later says: “Hence, no doubt,
by way of parting mockery, the author concludes with two absurdities, placing Croyden in
Lincolnshire and Candlemas on 1st May” (Pollet 1971, 25). Using the old-fashioned date
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form helps Skelton to create a bouncy, light-hearted rhythm for this couplet, which adds to
the mocking lack of seriousness in his final words on the subject.
Even a century later, William Shakespeare’s now infamous line in Julius Caesar,
spoken by the Soothsayer in Act I, Scene II: “Beware the Ides of March” was expected to be,
at the very least, recognised by audiences as a specific date, and from this play it is the one
remnant of the Roman dating system that remains in popular consciousness in our own time.
A more subtle reference to a warning on the same date is, according to Chauncy Wood, given
in Chaucer’s Squires Tale, lines V, 384–747, where the angle of the Ram gives the date as 15
March. On this day Canacee is warned by the tercelet against the perfidy of men (Wood
1970, 101). Although 15 March is not one of the unlucky Egyptian days, as explained by
Linne Mooney (Mooney 1984, 419, n.127–8), it is listed in the table of unlucky days given in
the sixteenth-century popular books of prognostication, astrological and lay medicine
information, which were scorned by professional astrologers but immensely popular (Capp
1979, 31).
In the Christian church Lent is a period of penitence, prayer and abstinence, beginning
with Ash Wednesday and lasting through the six weeks leading up to Easter. It is part of the
cycle of dates related to the calendar’s important function of dating Easter each year.
However, in medieval poetry the adjective “Lenten” was more often used with the
connotation of early spring, as Lent begins on a day during the period from early February to
early March, and is thus a time for sowing crops, and for the first burgeoning of new life.
From one lyric in BL, Harley MS 2253, the fourteenth-century manuscript collection from
which The Harley Lyrics have been extracted48, comes:
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Lenten ys come with loue to toune,
With blosmen ant with rides roune. (“Spring” 1–2)
In the Canterbury Tales Chaucer plays the spiritual and natural aspects of the season against
each other. At first, in the Prologue, he seems to be quite precise about when his pilgrims
meet up, using several ways of expressing time: first by the calendar month, “Whan that
Aprill with his shoures soote / The droghte of March hath perced to the roote” (I, 2); then by
the zodiac, being at a time when “hath in the Ram his half cours yronne” (I, 8); and later in
the “Parson’s Prologue”, by observations of the natural world where he says that “The sonne
fro the south lyne was descended / So lowe that he nas nat, to my sighte / Degrees nyne and
twenty as in highte. / Foure of the clokke it was tho, as I gesse” (X, 2–5). Whether the
resultant dates were clear to contemporary readers or not, we cannot now know. In our own
time, these passages have been analysed and interpreted differently by scholars with varying
approaches. Even with considerable expertise in relevant topics, agreement is not reached,
with tactics of evasion, or blaming mistakes on the author’s or the character’s parts, being
used where there is doubt. In this case knowledge gained from learning about the calendar in
MS 2320 does not help in the understanding the original text so much as it can help one
understand the arguments and difficulties of the various scholars.
I shall select and compare three commentators: Chauncy Wood, John Christopher
Eade and John David North. Wood, writing in 1970, is focused more on the cultural
environment rather than precise astronomy. The calendar alone is not enough and he has no
opinion on the course of the Ram, merely referring to others’ thoughts on this. He relates the
day of setting out to the Biblical story of Noah, citing Exodus 7:11 as evidence that Noah set
out on his form of pilgrimage on 17 April (Wood 1970, 163). This seems to tie in well with
the introduction to the “Man of Law’s Tale”, which is usually understood to be told on the
second day of the pilgrimage, with the narrator stating of the Host that “He wiste it was the
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eightetethe day / Of Aprill, that is messager to May” (II, 5–6). Whereas others then tackle the
problem of the date intended in the “Parson’s Prologue”, Wood evades this and ignores the
shadow length references entirely. Eade, in 1984, gives a case for the setting out date as being
on or close to 12 April (Eade 1984, 114–5). He follows on to first throw doubt on the Host’s
date of 18 April by suggesting that Chaucer himself has slipped up on the calculations here
(124). However he later says that Chaucer could easily have found the information in
Nicholas of Lynn’s tables but chose to give the Host a blustering, bragging statement with
deliberate mistakes for those who could interpret the text correctly (125). So he appears to
accept 18 April for this date. Well might he be cautious, as he decides, after more reference to
Nicholas’ tables and the various measurements given in the text, on a date between 14 and 17
April for the “Parson’s Prologue” (139). He does not comment on the incompatibility of this
with the Host’s 18 April. North, a science historian, gives another example of evasion with
the date of the poem’s opening being left hanging between three interpretations, but
favouring the one of these that suggests a date between the eleventh and the later part of April
(North 1988, 132–33). He gets around the Man of Law’s 18 April by suggesting that Chaucer
may have written the stories out of order and lost track of timing (497–8), but in a more
definite tone, after a technical discussion, he definitely prefers 16 April for the “Parson’s
Prologue” (536).
To my mind, if one reads: “eightetethe day / Of Aprill, that is messager to May” (II,
5–6) as meaning the 18 Kal May, then this would be 14 April, and so fits well with Eade’s
date for setting out on 12 April, as well as either Eade’s 17 April or North’s 16 April for the
“Parson’s Prologue”, just as the group approaches Canterbury. There is no need to suppose
that a character has made an error, or that Chaucer lost track of his chronology. Only Wood’s
departure date, linked to the legendary departure of Noah, is left out of play. It seems
somewhat remote in any case. For Chaucer to expect his readers to understand an implied
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connection to a detail in one verse in the Bible, which few laity read in either English or Latin
at the time, seems far-fetched. Conversely, they would have been familiar with the kalends
dating system, the clue to which is in the words of the text: “that is messenger to May”.
Whichever actual date is meant though, and regardless of the ongoing arguments that
may never be resolved, during all of the above dating passages Chaucer ignores the religious
marking of time that was so much part of life in the Middle Ages. Then he has the Parson
bring them all abruptly from the physical world to the spiritual, at one point early in his
sermon bringing penitence, Lent and the holy Church together in one sentence (X, 100–105).
Thus, by a clever use of the various possible ways of indicating dates, Chaucer the author
allows the narrator and characters to show contrasting attitudes to the journey.
Although calendars included tools for the dating of Easter in any year, Easter and its
attached moveable feasts were not entered on any particular day due to that very movability.
The days that were entered in the calendar as fixed holy days were those of the many saints,
the selection of which varied from calendar to calendar. As well as these were the dates of the
Christmas cycle, days related to the Virgin, and miscellaneous other holy days such as
Candlemas and All Saints Day. Many saints’ days in calendars were the same in all of
western Europe, but local and national saints were often entered as well.
Saints were both holy examples to be meditated on, and characters of legends. The
popularity of both aspects can be gauged from the proliferation of copies of the great
thirteenth-century compendium of saints’ lives, the Legenda Aurea of Jacobus de Voragine,
evidenced by the “over a thousand medieval manuscripts, a figure that places it second only
to the Bible in its circulation in the Middle Ages” (le Goff 2014, ix). Jacobus de Voragine
was a monk of the preaching Dominican order, and a part of the trend to shorten tales of
saints’ lives for preaching purposes. Jacques le Goff writes that “in the thirteenth century,
which was marked by the renewal of preaching, in particular to the urban public, a new type
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of legendary was developed” (le Goff 2014, 6). Thus the saints’ names and attributes were
familiar enough to be recognised when seen by the populace in church painting, hangings,
sculpture and stained glass. This also applied to secular life, with the saints’ associated days
used as dates in literature of all types. A sampling of five letters from the correspondence of
each member of the Paston family, dating from 1425 to 1489 shows frequent use of saints
and other religious days in dating letters, for example William I’s: “þe Friday þe thredde
wyke of Lente”, and Clement’s “on Twsday after Seynt Barthelmwe” (Davis 1971). There
seems to be no difference in the frequency of use of this form of dating over the period
sampled, nor between women and men, but it is not used for formal or legal letters where the
day/month form is usually used, often combined with a regnal year.
Saints were also used as an exclamation by characters in poems with an expectation
that the reader would recognise a connection between text and saint. As in most calendars, in
MS 2320 1 September (the kalends) is designated as St Egidion’s day. As St Giles, his
popularity in England has already been commented on. Popularity breeds familiarity and his
is one of the more frequent names used as exclamations in English poetry. This is seen in
Chaucer’s “Canon’s Yeomans Tale”, where the canon says to the priest “For of yow have I
pitee, by Seint Gile!” (VIII, 1185), and gives him a cloth to wipe his sweating face. Is he
perhaps suggesting that the red-faced priest looks leperous?49 Similarly, the English martyr St
Thomas of Canterbury (7 July and 29 December in the MS 2320 calendar) is invoked when
Chaucer is describing his narrator’s reaction of awe and amazement in front of Fame’s palace
in Book 3 of House of Fame: “Thoughte I, By Seynt Thomas of Kent!” (1131). Here there
may be an allusion to the Archbishop’s palace in Canterbury, with its great hall rivalling that
of Westminster. In the twelfth century St Thomas of Canterbury was the archbishop who had

49

. Four hundred years later, when Sir Walter Scott wrote his novels based in medieval times, The Monastery,
The Abbot, and Quentin Durward, he used the oath “By Saint Giles!” in each, no doubt for an archaic touch.
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dared to challenge the king’s power, so a similar hubris might be considered to be represented
by the building at the centre of the archbishopric in Chaucer’s day.
In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight dates are important as the whole poem is based
around the passing of the year between two points of time. First there are the festivities at
Arthur’s court where “Þis kyng lay at Camylot vpon Krystmasse” (36),50 following on from
which New Year arrives: “Wyle Nw Ʒer watӡ so ӡer þat it watӡ new cummen” (60). It is at
New Year that the Green Knight arrives at Arthur’s court, receives the blow that removes his
head, and makes his pact with Gawain. It is to be at the following New Year that Gawain will
arrive at the Green Chapel for the return blow. The intervening year begins with Lent, then is
described in terms of nature until the significant day when Gawain is reminded of his quest:
Til Meӡelmas mone
Watӡ cumen wyth winter wage.
Þen þenkkeӡ Gawan ful sone
Of his anious uyage. (532–5)
“Meӡelmas” is St. Michael’s day on 29 September, and appears in MS 2320 on that date.
George Pace, in his “Gawain and Michaelmas”, holds that to translate “Meӡelmas mone” as
“harvest moon” as Tolkien and Gordon do, is to miss the point of the actual date. Michaelmas
was the date of one of the four quarter days; days when rents and debts were paid. The next
quarter day would be Christmas when Gawain must be well on his way to pay his debt to the
Green Knight. Pace also points to the Green Knight’s references to “wages” when he is
stating the terms of the bargain (395–7) and later, “pay” at the Green Chapel (2247) (Pace
1969, 405, 411).
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Quotations from Sir Gawain and the Green Knight are taken from: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. Edited
and translated by W. R. J. Barron. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998.
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In a modern telling of the tale it might be said that Gawain would spend the next
month preparing mentally, spiritually and physically for the coming journey, but in the text
this is not mentioned overtly. Readers of the time would know how much time had passed by
the next line: “Ʒet quyl Al-hal-day with Arþer he lenges” (536). “Al-hal-day” is All Saints
Day on 1 November and appears on the MS 2320 calendar in an abbreviated form, which
expands as “festivitas omnium sanctorum”. From the fact that Gawain set out the following
day and arrived at Hautdesert at Christmas, the length of his journey can be stated as eight
weeks. This has given scholars a very real period of time for a winter journey over hard
terrain on horseback, and much has been written about the route implied by the poem’s
author. As well as academic writing, this journey has attracted the desire to retrace the
supposed route. In 2002 medieval scholar Michael Twomey led a group from Ithaca
University in New York, on a journey to follow Gawain’s putative route, though frequently
using roads and vehicles for transport. This expedition is fully described on his web site
“Travels with Sir Gawain”.51 On Twitter Eric Weiskott even offers an interactive map of
Gawain’s journey52. My point though, in reference to the calendar and dates given in the
poem through the medium of saints’ days, is that without the very real period of time
allocated to the journey, and some specific places named, this literary industry based on
Gawain’s journey may not have happened to such a degree. Much in the journey is fanciful,
but there are no seven league boots or flying on eagles’ backs. There is enough concrete
temporal and geographical material to entice people to ignore the dragons, trolls and ogres.
This, in itself can be a blinkered omission as they are very much part of Gawain’s poetic
journey, demonstrating the difficulties he faced and his prowess in overcoming them.
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Michael Twomey. “Travels with Sir Gawain”–https://sites.google.com/site/travelswithsirgawain/ Accessed
November 16, 2019.
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Eric Weiskott, @ericweiskott, 21 August 2018.
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The third saint’s day named in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is that of St John.
This is shown in MS 2320 on its usual date of 27 December. This was “þe last of þe layk”
(i.e. merriment) and the outsiders among the guests at Hautdesert were due to leave “vpon þe
gray morne” (1024). There is no mention of them going to bed. When it was late they simply
“lachen her leue / vchon to wende on his way” (1027–8). This implies an all-night party, with
guests leaving as the grey dawn appears. Hence I dare to disagree with J. R. R. Tolkien and
E. V. Gordon, when they concur with Israel Gollancz that a line appears to be missing due to
28 December allegedly not being accounted for. They say that:
Guests who mean to leave in the morning take leave of the host before going to bed, but
Gawain is induced to stay longer. The others duly leave very early (1126 ff.) and the
same morning the host goes hunting. But the hunts and the three temptations occupy the
last three days of the year (1965–8), and they agree with Gawain’s statement that he has
only three days left. 28th December is therefore not accounted for, and since the author
is attentive to dates this is unlikely to be an oversight (Tolkien 1967, 104. My italics).
I argue that the poem does not say that the guests went to bed, and that by the time Sir
Bertelak took Gawain to his private chambers, it was already 28 December. W. R. J. Barron’s
translation brings this meaning to the fore, translating “And syþen waked me wyth” (1094) as
“and then stayed awake all night with me”, whereas others write variations on “and have
stayed awake with me many nights”. Thus, in their talk about Gawain’s plans, Gawain (and
the poet) was correct in saying that he had three days left, and when Sir Bertelak tells Gawain
to lie abed on the morrow while he (Sir Bertelak) goes hunting, I hold that it is not that
morning, which is already well begun, but the following morning, 29 December that is being
referred to. Yes, Tolkien is right to say that the author is “attentive to dates”, and in my
reading there is no need to postulate either a missing day or a missing line.
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PART TWO: The Prose Destinary and the Poetic Lunary
After the calendar, the next two texts in Harley MS 2320 are the main prognosticatory ones in
the volume, the first in prose and the second in verse. Many such texts from the period exist,
so that it has been possible for researchers to compare them and to identify different
categories. I find Laurel Means’ designation convenient, when she names four categories of
Middle English prognostic material as electionaries, lunaries, destinaries and questionaries
(Means 1992). She lists the second item in MS 2320 (fols.5r–30v) as a destinary (391), and
the third item (fols.31r–52r) cannot be classed as anything other than a lunary.

Destinaries
Destinaries give the attributes and fortune of people based on the day of their birth in relation
to the zodiac, taking also into account the twelve astrological houses; which of these are in
the ascendant and also which are in one of the several possible bordering positions. The
fourth-century Sicilian writer Firmicus Maternus who based his work on Ptolemy’s,
explained these houses briefly in Liber 2: XIX of his Matheseos Libri VIII and gave added
guidance for practice (Firmicus 1975, 48–52). Each house governs an aspect of life and has a
complicated relationship with the zodiac signs with which they interact. Firmicus goes into
more detail in later chapters but this complex level of analysis would probably only be used
by a professional astrologer for a client’s personal horoscope.
Generalised destinaries, like that in MS 2320, related to all individuals born under
certain astrological conditions, and were arranged in the order of the zodiac signs. This
sequence normally started at Aries, which was considered to be the beginning of the year,
though this starting point was not universal. Some begin in December or January, such as “þe
boke of natiuitees” in London, Wellcome MS 411, which begins with Capricorn (Martin and
Romero-Barranco 2013, 315), and the destinary in MS 2320 itself. Here the introductory text
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on fol.5v lists the signs beginning with the Ram (Aries), but begins its prognostications on
fol.6r with the Watuere (Aquarius), giving the impression that the author or scribe did not
seem to have a strong conviction about the correct starting point. It could be that when listing
the signs he was writing in his own words and using the common order, but later he was
copying a text that was given to him for the purpose. Other scribal confusions also arose, as
Robert Reynes of Acle has listed Taurus at the beginning of the sequence, followed by Aries
(Louis 1980, 241), instead of the correct order of Aries first, then Taurus. MS 2320 has
separate entries for men and women. In this it is similar to the Book of Destinary, which
accompanies The Wise Book of Philosophy and Astronomy in the majority of the manuscripts
of the latter (Griffin 2013, xlvii–xlix), and also to the Kalender of Shepherdes, a translation of
a late fifteenth-century French book, Compost et Kalendrier des Bergiers. George Keiser
could well be describing the MS 2320 prognostications when he talks of the Book of
Destinary thus, “This treatise covers the twelve signs of the Zodiac, setting forth the dates of
their reign and describing their influences on the physical appearance and the destiny, first of
men, then of women born under the sign” (Keiser 1998, 3615). However, in at least two
manuscript witnesses of the Book of Destinary, San Marino, Huntington MS HM 64 and
London, Wellcome MS 411, which I have read in either transcription or original text on-line,
the separate men’s and women’s sections in each zodiac sign are indeed present, but the
details of the predictions are not the same as in MS 2320. However, the various versions
share many stock phrases and topics,53 as well as habits of repetition and apparent
contradiction. MS 2320 is a compact version, yet still has many of these traits.
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Examples are as follows. Non-financial misfortunes have a very small range of possibilities, almost invariably
being dog-bite, hurt by a four-footed beast, hurt by iron, or by falling in water. Variations of “quick to anger,
quick to calm” occur frequently. Predictions of length of life are almost always phrased by saying that if he or
she escapes from an illness at ** years, then they should live to *** years. Details of illness in different parts of
the body are worded almost identically. There is much slandering by neighbours. Most predictions end with the
lucky and unlucky days, sometimes given as planets, and sometimes as a mixture.
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Other attributes of people that are given in destinaries include bodily attributes fated
for those born in that zodiac sign. Means says: “Of considerable importance for the destinary
is physiognomical theory: physical appearance and personal traits together are determined by
the signs and planets as they affect the four humors (and thus health), as well as career,
marriage, and fortune.” (Means 1992, 393). Harley MS 2320 is written for a popular audience
and gives a general set of prognostications for each sign of the zodiac. Others, such as
Wellcome MS 411, give more detail, specifying days within the month with their special
characteristics for those born on them (Martin and Romero-Barranco 2013, 315–27). In more
expert and detailed texts there would be even more variation, with many possibilities
governed by empty and full houses, ascendants and descendants, the effect of the seven
planets on each sign, and other complexities (Firmicus 1975, chaps 4–6). For the common
man “cusps, houses and faces, bodies in conjunctions, and bodies semi-sextile, quintile,
square, or trine, together with the rest of the astrological jargon were of course dark
mysteries” (Farnham 1923, 70).
A feature of the destinary is the addition of lucky and unlucky days of the week for
people born under each zodiac sign. Some destinaries give these in the form of planets, and
Huntington MS HM 64 combines the two by allocating good and bad days but naming them
as planets, for example: “His goode dayes ben Sol Mars and Venus And his evill daye
Jiubiter”. This seeming confusion is explained when one learns that each day of the week was
deemed to be governed by one of the seven planets, and each planet had influences within
every zodiac sign (Matheson 1994, 17–21).54
There also existed many texts on lucky and unlucky days, mainly focusing on the
latter, but in these texts they are discussed as a separate topic and are particular days

54
The order is Sunday/Sun; Monday/Luna or Moon; Tuesday/Mars; Wednesday/Mercury; Thursday/Jupiter;
Friday/Venus; Saturday/Saturn.
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according to the calendar, which do not differ year to year, or in relation to a person’s own
horoscope. They may be the first (or last) Monday of certain months as perilous days for
blood-letting, as written about in Aberdeen University MS 123 (Means 1992, 383), or they
might give certain days as being perilous for almost any undertaking. Each month had two
days that were advised against for bloodletting and sometimes other medical procedures and
activities. These were called the Egyptian Days55. Sometimes more days were given, and they
were common in medical books such as the fifteenth-century Leechbook,56 edited by Warren
R. Dawson. Another ominous period in the year, related to Sirius the Dog Star, is the time of
the Canicular Days, from 14 July to 5 September (Skemer 2010, 79), quoted here from the
1605 publication, A prognostication for euer, made by Erra Pater, a Iew, borne in Iury,
Doctor in Astronomie and Phisicke very profitable for to keepe the body in health: and also
Ptholomeus saith the same:
And who so will learne the Canicular daies, which are daies of great daunger
and perill, as Clarkes say, and they begin the xv. Kalend of August, and dureth
to the fourth Nonas of September, which season is very perillous to take
sickenesse, and it is also perillous to take drinckes or medicines, or to let bloud,
but if it bée great néede, and that it must bée after the middest of the day (7).
The implication of any destinary is one of predetermination, one’s life course being fated due
to one’s date of birth. Little is left to chance or, more importantly, personal choice. It was this
last that attracted the ire of the clergy as this went against the Church’s doctrine of free will.
One famous polemic against predictions by astrology is that of Nicole Oresme, writing in
Latin before 1361. He translated his work into French several years later, so that “laymen
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The Egyptian Days are the following: January 1 and 25, February 4 and 26, March 1 and 28, April 10 and 20,
May 3 and 25, June 10 and 16, July 13 and 22, August 1 and 30, September 3 and 21, October 3 and 22,
November 5 and 28, and December 7 and 22 (Mooney 1984, 419, n.127–8).
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Warren R. Dawson, ed. A Leechbook, or, Collection of Medical Recipes of the Fifteenth Century: the Text of
MS. 136 of the Medical Society of London, Together with a Transcript into Modern Spelling. London:
Macmillan & Co. 1934.
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may understand it for I have heard that many of them are overmuch given to such stupidities”
(Grant 1974, 488). The introduction to the destinary in MS 2320 claims God as the final
arbiter and asks Him for guidance and protection. This appears to be a disclaimer and
protective device, and was common in many works of the time.
Also in the introduction to the prognostications proper in MS 2320 is the author’s (or
scribe’s) attribution of the work on fol.6r: “Witnessynge þys þe hye sotulle astronomioure
Bartholmew in his destnary.” The British Library catalogue record has given this part of the
volume the title: “Prognostications attributed to Bartholomew of Parma”. This is used by
scholars as the standard title and often left unquestioned. Regarding the person intended,
Bartholomew of Parma has remained the most likely after I investigated many other
Bartholomews who could be in contention. However, Laurel Means was unable to link the
text to any of Bartholomew of Parma’s works (Means 1992, 392), although he did write on
astronomy as well as the geomancy for which he is better known, namely with his 1286 work
Breviloquium de fructu tocius astronomie. In contrast to the entry for Scorpio in MS 2320,
the entry for Scorpio in the Breviloquium is mostly about the constellation itself (Ackermann
2001, 86–87), in our terms leaning more towards astronomy than astrology. By the late
Middle Ages texts could have had a long history of translation and adaptation. An example of
this is in the following: “the late fourteenth-century anonymous translation of the Exafrenon,
a Latin treatise attributed to Richard of Wallingford … ca. 1320 based largely upon Robert
Grosseteste’s work on the spheres, originally through John Sacrobosco’s De Sphera (ca.
1250) and Gerard of Cremona’s translation (ca. 1175) of Albumasar’s57 version of Ptolemy’s
Almagest” (Braswell 1984, 338). For the less studious layperson, the names of Ptolemy,
Aristotle, Haly58, Bartholomew and others would be distant and almost mythical.
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The latinised name Albumasar was derived from the astrologer’s Arabic name Abu Ma ‘Sar, a 9th century
astrologer who wrote, among other things, De Magnis Coniunctionibus (Skelton 1990, 215).
58
“Haly” was in Latin, Albohazen Haly filii Abenragel from the Arabic Ali ibn Abi Al-Rajjal, an 11th century
Cordovan astrologer who wrote “the immensely influential Libri de judiciis astrorum” (215).
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Also, the author only says that Bartholomew witnessed this, ending his prologue with,
“Witnessynge þys þe hye sotulle astronomioure Bartholmew in his destnary.” He does not
say that Bartholomew wrote this text59. The meaning may be merely that it is the whole field
of prognostication that Bartholomew witnessed, and this is being used to add authority to the
scribe’s work. To look ahead near the closing of the following Lunary in MS 2320, all “Þe
clerkys þat euer wer born” (fol.51v) are called upon as witnesses. John Metham, in the
opening to his lunary, says, “As Haly wyttnessyth, the gret astrolegere, off days …” (Metham
1916, 165), but he does not claim to be quoting Haly Albohazen. He is merely using him in
the sense of an authority in the background. Laurel Means, in Chapter Five of her Middle
English Lunaries, gives many examples of such calls for witnessing, including general ones
such as, “As þese wise clerkis witen,” to calls on Adam, Noah and other biblical figures,
ancient authors such as Aristotle and Virgil, and the “Holy Writ” itself. Some, like Haly,
Virgil and Ptolemy were related to the topic of the work but may not have actually written
anything approaching the simplified version being presented. Others, like Adam, Noah and so
on, are part of the tendency to use biblical references to endorse any writing referring to the
character’s mythical knowledge or abilities (Taavitsainen 1988, 89). Referring to MS 2320,
Bartholomew of Parma was best known for his work on geomancy, an earthbound system of
divination, not astrology, which derives its methodology from the heavens. The reference to a
famous geomancer, as well as adding an authoritative aura, could have been a way of putting
this work under the protection of the courts of Richard II and Henry IV, where geomancy was
popular and thus protected to some degree from condemnation by the Church (Skinner 1980,
111).
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Interestingly, Braswell misquotes this (Braswell 1984, 339). She says that the section of MS 2320 begins with
“Destinary of þe hye sotille Bartholomew” as though this were a given title. From this she says that the piece
“appears to be an adaptation of Bartholomew of Parma’s Breviloquium”, but for reasons given above I disagree
with this interpretation.
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Lunaries
Texts that are now classified in scholarly works under the generic titles Days of the Moon and
Storia Luna (see below) give their prognostications according to the moon’s cycle from new
moon to new moon as MS 2320 does. These cover the thirty days (rounded from the more
exact 29.53 days) in the synodic cycle of the moon, one by one, and give the prognosis for
certain activities undertaken on those days. Being born on the particular day is just one of the
aspects of the day, not the principle focus as it was in the destinary. Many features are
familiar from the preceding text, but new to the Lunary is an emphasis on dreams, which is a
strong theme throughout, including an interest in how many days after the dream it will come
to fruition. Possibly the connection between the moon and night, when people sleep and
dream, was the reason for the attention paid to dreams in the lunary. The emphasis in the
Lunary is on guidance for the particular day, not on any lifelong fate. In the poetical
introduction to the Lunary in MS 2320, the author specifically mentions bloodletting,
surgery, dreams, times that are good to do things, travel, and one’s birth date (fols.31r–v).
Other types of lunaries were popular as well. Zodiac-based lunaries were related to
the sidereal month of the 27.32 days that the moon takes to traverse the zodiac. There also
were specialised medical lunaries, which were written for a particular audience and only
address issues surrounding bloodletting, diet and diseases. Others were written for lawyers, or
countrymen, with just the prognostications relevant to their particular set of readers (Hope
Robbins 1939, 331). These fall outside the scope of this discussion of popular thirty-day
lunaries, in which group MS 2320 fits.
In her 1993 Medieval Lunar Astrology Laurel Means has studied thirty-eight lunaries,
dividing them first into four types, and then further dividing these types into groups. The
lunaries are mainly from the fifteenth century, “when such works reached the height of their
popularity” (Means 1993, 1), and MS 2320 is one of the texts included in her study. Her Type
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1.A is the simplest, in prose, having just the day plus the prognostication. Type I.B has the
day, a Biblical reference, plus the prognostications, and Type II.A and B are zodiac-related
lunaries.
Type I.B is further subdivided into groups L5–8. Group L5 covers four very similar
poetic versions, all in 6-line stanzas with tail-rhyme form aabccb, usually with 775 lines.
“These represent variant deviations from an early Latin original, which must have circulated
in England from at least c. 1250 and shortly after in AN [i.e. Anglo-Norman] versions”
(Means 1993, 30–31) This is where she has placed MS 2320.
In a complete L5 version the prologue has 42 or 43 lines and the epilogue 36 lines.
Means has used mainly MS 2320, but others as well, to create a composite complete version
with detailed notes on her choices when versions differed. Thus we have a probable ending
for the truncated epilogue in MS 2320 (Means 1993, 112–147). The final line of the versions
with the full epilogue is “Explycyt storya lune” from which this version is often referred to as
Storia Lune. It is worth noting here that the version in Harley MS 1735, to which MS 2320 is
often compared (Warton 1774, 196; Farnham 1923, 73; Taavitsainen 1987, 22), fits into
Means’ following category L6. It is also poetic, but written in rhyming couplets. It, and its
variants, are often referred to under the title Dayes of the Moon. These titles have been
adopted by other scholars writing on the topic.
An added feature in Type I.B is that the first item mentioned in most days (though
seven days are missing this attribute), is a reference to a Biblical character or event for that
day; for instance Day One is related to Adam, Day Two to Eve, Day Twenty-three to Moses,
and so on. The most positive day is Day Eighteen, related to Isaac and with all good outlooks
except in medical matters. The most negative day of the moon is the fifteenth. This is related
to the Tower of Babylon and advises the reader not to begin anything on that day; a child
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born that day will not live long; it is a bad day to flee or to let blood, and one’s dream will be
false.
In the concluding verses of the Storia Lune version in MS 2320, the writer advises the
reader to take up a calendar (fol.51v). Thus, in the composition of MS 2320, this links the
Lunary with the first item in the book.
A lunary is also different from the destinary in the matter of predestination. Whereas a
person born under a sign of the zodiac was destined to have certain attributes and fortunes,
the lunary simply gave advice. Whether one follows that advice is up to the individual, thus
retaining the Church’s doctrine of free will. The lunary warns against ignoring its advice,
“And doþ ryƺt as hyt wyl ƺow seyn / Oþer els hyt schal ƺow a rewe” (fol.52r), but in so doing
it acknowledges the fact that choice is possible. In the conclusion of John Metham’s prose
lunary of 1448 or 1449, he allows for the possibility of events out of the control of the
individual, which might make it inadvisable to follow exactly what the lunary predicts. This
might be an evil ruler who makes it impossible to get to worship, holy days intervening with
advice about business, or season or weather making an activity inadvisable (Metham 1916,
155–56). Whereas the lunary of MS 2320 implies that one would be foolish to ignore its
precepts, Metham, in effect, advises using one’s common sense.
Lunaries varied greatly and one can imagine that comparing copies with a friend or
neighbour could lead to considerable uncertainty. Selecting from a wide range of lunaries,
Irma Taavitsainen has compared passages related to the same aspects of life for several days
of the month, and shown a range of differences (Taavitsainen 1988, 196–223). Also, in using
MS 2320, the owner would have to combine the zodiac prognostications for her birth zodiac
sign with the day of the lunar month to work out propitious days for activities. With the other
unlucky days also to be taken into account, the difficulty of finding a suitable day to begin an
activity seems to us to be almost insurmountable. This does raise the question of how
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seriously the various popular prognosticatory texts and traditions were taken when decisions
were being made.

Astronomy and Astrology in Literature
Astrology was a popular topic in medieval English literature, and much has been written by
scholars on this subject.60 The question arises of how much the contemporary readers of the
literature understood of the sometimes obscure references in the literature. I will compare
three modern scholars’ work in order to consider the late medieval authors’ knowledge of
astronomy, and their expectations of readers’ understanding. This scholarship focuses mainly
on Chaucer, whose works are rich in astrological references. I will then identify differing
approaches to astronomy as a topic of study, which are evident in literature of the medieval
period. In doing this, I will exclude the erudite academic tomes of the time, as these are more
suitable for a discussion by writers who have made a detailed study of the technicalities of the
topic.
The terms astrology and astronomy were often used interchangeably in the medieval
era as both were viewed as being sciences and essentially two facets of the same study, often
termed cosmology. There were two types of what we now call astrology: natural astrology
(medical and meteorological), and judicial astrology (prognosticary and electionary). Judicial
astrology was the branch that brought condemnation from the Church as it implied that man’s
actions and character were predestined. This contradicted the Church’s doctrine of free will,
sin and guilt. As I will show, in their introductory passages, writers often added a passage
distancing themselves from judicial astronomy, even when it was the main topic of their
work.

60
I refer below to works by J. D. North, Ann W. Astell and Chauncey Wood, but the bibliographies within their
works give references to a wide range of research and writing on this topic.
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The level of late medieval readers’ knowledge of astrology, and therefore their
understanding of the many references in contemporary poetry, can only be gauged by
reference to the literature of the period, and modern opinions on this vary. Scholars of our
own time frequently discuss references to astrology in medieval literature, but have to explain
to their readers much of what was probably common knowledge among educated laymen in
the late medieval period. John Eade, in his The Forgotten Sky says: “Astrological allusion in
Chaucer, Lydgate, or Skelton is often couched in terms that suggest that both the author and
his audience understood the subject.” This was not to last, as he then writes: “By Massinger’s
[Philip Massenger 1583–1640] day, on the other hand, the subject was amenable only to
satirical treatment,” and follows this with further developments, saying: “My two selections
from the eighteenth century … suggest that by then there could no longer be any serious
engagement with the subject” (Eade 1984, 104–5, my bracketed insertion). It would seem
from this that popular understanding of astrological references gradually waned after the late
medieval period. The first half of Eade’s book gives as much astrology as he feels was useful
to readers of literature in the late medieval period, and that he believes contemporary readers
would have been familiar with. Although nothing like the depth of the academic works of the
time, this is still a considerable amount, with some complexity, and sheds some light on the
late medieval reception of literature. John North’s Chaucer’s Universe, published only four
years later, apart from being more than twice the size of Eade’s, takes the same format but a
different slant. His first part, as would be expected from a historian of astronomy, astrology
and cosmology, is copious and complex. Even so, it merely hints at some of the intricacies of
the work done by ancient astronomers and calendar makers. He clearly is fascinated by
Chaucer as an author and as a person of deep learning, and says: “Chaucer’s arcane use of
such allegory, however, went far beyond the limits of what his audience, no matter how well
educated, could have perceived, unaided” (North 1988, 7). So his first part is not related to
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what he feels readers would understand, but, relating to Chaucer, “an account of the universe
as he knew it, and to do so in the context of his biography” (7). Ann Astell, in the
introduction to her Chaucer and the Universe of Learning gives a survey of opinion regarding
Chaucer’s audience, and changing views on this topic. She gives examples that show that
during his own time Chaucer was looked upon as a man of great knowledge, when she says
“as Russell Peck has reminded us, the earliest tributes to Chaucer praise him for his
encyclopedic learning” and follows with instances of praise by his contemporaries Thomas
Usk, Henry Scogan and Thomas Hoccleve (Astell 1996, 8).61 Thus, with these contemporary
views of him as having learning superior to most men, it is perhaps North’s, rather than
Eade’s view of his knowledge in relation to his readers’ knowledge, which seems the more
likely. Then, as now, readers were individuals, each with their own level of education and
understanding. According to Eade, more astrological references would be generally
understood than is the case now. This is compatible with North’s, and Chaucer’s
contemporaries’, appreciation of Chaucer’s knowledge being far above the average. The
contemporary commentators’ attitude is that science, which included astrology, is an
admirable form of knowledge, not an arcane occult study as it might be seen today.
Astrology as a topic of serious study appears in several medieval historical romances.
In his late thirteenth-century version of the history of England, Brut, the Worcestershire priest
known to us as Laӡamon, says:
Þer wes moni god clarc / þe wel cuþe a leore
muchel heo ferden mid þan crafte / to lokien in þan leofte
to lokien i þan steorren / nehʒe and feorren
þe craft is ihate / Astronomie (Madden 1847, v. 24291–98).62
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She is referring to Russell Pecks’s “Chaucer and the Nominalist Questions.” Speculum 53 (1978) 745–60.
“There was many a good clerk, who were well skilled in learning. Much they used the craft to look in the sky;
to look in the stars, nigh and far;—the craft is named Astronomy.”
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He was translating, and adjusting, Wace’s Anglo-Norman Roman de Brut, which in its turn
was based on Geoffrey of Monmouth’s twelfth-century Latin Historia Regum Brittaniae.
From the same period or a little later comes Kyng Alisaunder, the story of Alexander
of Greece. The author runs quickly through a range of studies made by “clerkes wel ylerede”,
not naming them, but which, by his description include geography, creation of the calendar,
and astrology (Smithers, 1952. ll.41–67), with reference to Ptolemy for the last. But these
sciences could be apparently misused, as they were by the baroune Neptenabus, who is “Wijs
in þis ars and maliciouse” (l.74) and who delves into divination and spell-binding by wax
figures (ceromancy) to gain the bed of Philip of Macedon’s queen, and to father a child on
her. The child is Alexander. There is a marked similarity here to the story, in the histories of
England mentioned above, of Uther Pendragon’s begetting of Arthur on the wife of Gorlois
with the aid of magic. The seeming requirement for heroes to have unusual conception and
birth is discussed by Maria Canivell, who writes that “if one is to believe the Viennese
psychoanalyst Otto Rank, all of the above [aspects of heroes’ lives] are, precisely, the marks
of a true hero, with the issue of conception being (in Rank’s opinion) the most important
factor” (Canivell 2019, 42).
The fourteenth-century Scottish poet John Barbour is clear that in his Bruce he is
writing true happenings. From the 1997 edition edited by A. A. M. Duncan, we have:
“Tharfor I wald fayne set my will / Giff my wyt mycht suffice thartill / To put in wryt a
suthfast story” (I. 11–13).63 He identifies astrology as “ … Astrologi / Quhar-throu clerkys
that ar witty / May knaw coniunctione of planettis” (IV. 694–6).64 However in his case this is
part of a discussion that continues to line 746, where he is aligning himself with the Church’s
position. Thus, although he accepts that clerks study this science, he says that man cannot
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“Therefore I am firmly resolved, if my wits are up to it, to put in writing a true story.”
“… astrology, by which clerks who are skilled can know the conjunction of the planets.”
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predict the future accurately because he has been given free will: “For quhethir-sa men
onclynyt by / To vertu or to mavyté / He may rycht weill refreynye his will / Othir throu
nurture or thru skill” (IV 730–733).65 Thus, the stars and planets cannot be made the
scapegoat for bad decisions.
So even in the one area of historical literature, there are different approaches to the
theme of astronomy and astrology as sciences. Laӡamon has it as a fact, and part of normal
study for many clerks. The author of Kyng Alisaunder shows its dark side, linking it to magic,
without reference to Christianity. Barbour takes the side of the Church, recognising the
physical study of the heavens in astronomy, but not the divinatory practices of astrology.
However it is these astrological divinatory practices that were so popular, and are
represented by the prognosticatory sections of MS 2320. Such texts reached the general
populace in the form of the simple prescriptions of life and personality according to the
month of birth, and the best times for activities, often in relation to the moon’s cycle, but also
with reference to the moon’s position in the zodiac. Willard Farnham calls the contents of
texts like MS 2320 “folk astrology” and the added biblical references in the lunary to be “bits
of pseudo-Biblical lore” (Farnham 1923, 70), thus clearly separating the serious and complex
astronomical study of academics from the popular, simpler, works. Farnham then gives
examples of Chaucer’s use of the different levels of presenting astrological information, each
tailored to the situation and characters involved in the tale. Two of these are reflections of the
type of information given in the Lunary within MS 2320; Pandarus’ consulting an almanac to
see if the moon was in a good position for travel, and the misfortune presaged by the feeble
moon for Constance’s voyage in the “Man of Law’s Tale” (Farnham 1923, 71–72).
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“For whether a man is inclined to virtue or to vice, he can restrain his inclination, either by nurture or by
discretion.”
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As well as the highly technical academic works, there were more accessible didactic
texts available to the interested layman. Chaucer has a multitude of references in his fictional
works to stars and planets, their aligned gods from mythology, and practices such as alchemy
and geomancy, but he also wrote his straightforward treatise on using the astrolabe.66
Addressed to “Lyte Lowys my sone”, it explains the technique as to an intelligent child who
has shown an aptitude for “sciences touching nombres and proporciouns” (Treatise Prologue,
2–3), and who has the astrolabe to hand. Seven surviving manuscript copies are in existence,
which indicates a degree of popularity in its own time. This level of description, clear and
exact, at a practical level without being simplistic, would have made it a popular text for lay
adults as well as older children. In the prologue to the instructions Chaucer lists the contents
of the five parts of the treatise. Beginning with the physical operation of the astrolabe, the
parts lead through understanding tables of latitudes and longitudes of stars and cities. So far
he is writing about what we would call astronomy. The final two parts lead through the study
of the moon and its positions in the zodiac, to “an introductorie after the statutz of oure
doctours, in which thou maist lerne a gret part of the general rewles of theorik in astrologie”
(101–4). Thus Chaucer saw a natural progression from astronomy to astrology as sciences.
Here he is teaching the use of a tool and, although he is naming the zodiac houses and the
planets, he is still discussing them in terms of their degrees of latitude and longitude, and
does not touch on the theologically dangerous issue of prediction or election.
In John Gower’s Confessio Amantis, at the end of Book 6, we find the now-familiar
story of Nectanabus (see Kyng Alisaunder above) and the seducing of Philip of Macedon’s
queen. This tale is followed by those of other sorcerers, but in Book VII of Confessio Amantis
it is that of Alexander’s conception that has caught the attention of the questioning Amans.
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The astrolabe was a flat, round model of the heavens with several layers. “For the astrologer its primary role
was to determine, for any required date, the position of the stars and the Sun, and to determine which zodiac
sign was in the ascendant” (Whitfield 2001, 93).
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He wants to know what Alexander, as a future king, would have been taught. The confessor
Genius answers in 5438 lines, of which those that are of interest to us here are those on
astronomy and astrology, from Book VII, lines 633–1506.67 First, like Barbour, he takes a
safe stance in relation to the position of the Church. He first says that all things on earth are
governed by the stars, “And thus seith the naturien / Which is an astronomien” (VII, 649–
650); but then allows that “the divin seith otherwise” (VII, 651), and that if men are good and
wise and have the right attitude to God, then they need not fear the influence of the stars. He
also makes it clear that this is an advanced science, “as tellen ous thei that ben lerned” (VII,
635), though in the conceit of the work, Genius is bringing it down to Amans’ level of
understanding. Although “Assembled with Astronomie / is ek that ilke Astrologie” (VII, 679–
80), he differentiates between them. Astronomy is “the science / of wisdom and of hih
connynge / which makth a man have knowlechinge / of sterres in the firmament” (VII, 670–
3), whereas astrology is about the effect of the stars, being “the which in juggementz
acompteth / th’effect, what every sterre amonteth” (VII, 681–2). He goes on to list and
explain the seven planets, the twelve signs of the zodiac, and the fifteen stars with their
connections to planets, their stones and their plants. Gower’s sources are those that would
have been used by many well-read laymen at the time, and thus appear in the works of other
writers, especially Chaucer (Gower 2004, 26–7).68 At the level of popular predictive literature
such as MS 2320, it is the influence of the stars and planets in their zodiac formations, and
also of the moon alone, which remain out of the originally copious range of material. The
Prognostications in MS 2320 have an introduction that acknowledges the frailty of mankind
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References to Gower’s Confessio Amantis are taken from the work edited by Russel A. Peck. Kalamazoo:
Medieval Institute Publications, Western Michigan University, 2004.
68
Not all commentators have a high opinion of Gower’s expertise in the area of astronomy though. Most do not
state an opinion of his actual knowledge, but Hamilton Smyser is very derogatory when he says of this section
of Confessio Amantis: “As a piece of instruction it has an ineptitude remarkable even in the annals of pedagogy”
(Smyser 1970, 361). He carries on to point out specific evidences of Gower’s ineptitude and lack of
understanding.
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and calls on God to guide us and to protect us from the dark effects of the zodiac; a clumsily
expressed version of Barbour’s and Gower’s clear statements acknowledging man’s free will
as giving him choice of action, and the importance of man’s engagement with God.
Astrology is embedded in so much medieval literature that the discussion of it has
become an academic area of study of its own. Referring to Chaucer’s works, scholars take
both broad and narrow approaches. The broad brush approach is demonstrated in Ann
Astell’s concept of the ordering of the whole of the Canterbury Tales as “an astronomical
sequence, which becomes evident in the rapidly descending order of the first three tales, to
structure the pilgrimage to Canterbury as a philosophical soul-journey” (Astell 1996, ix–x). A
narrower approach is demonstrated in Myra Stokes’ detailed focus on Chaucer’s astronomical
additions to Boccaccio’s version of the tale of Troilus and Criseyde (Stokes 1982, 116–129).
The latter has much in common with the discussion surrounding the dates of the Canterbury
pilgrimage, which I discussed above when writing about the calendar. Myra Stokes' work is
another example of scholarly attention focussed on a seemingly small detail in the ongoing
discussion of the topic of the science of astrology in Chaucer and other authors of late
medieval England.
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Chapter Three
The Braiding Instructions
PART ONE: The Text and the Technique
The fourth item in MS 2320 gives detailed instructions for making forty different patterns of
braids, called laces in the text, using what is now known as the fingerloop, or simply loop,
braiding technique. I have already commented in Chapter One on the abruptness of the
appearance of this text, as well as its equally sudden ending, and also written on the
possibility of the original owner being a wealthy woman with a household to run. In this
chapter I will look at the contents of these instructions and their relation to everyday life, as
well as assessing the possible use of the text within that setting. I will also discuss the word
lace as it appears in the well-known fourteenth-century poem, Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight, and compare six modern translations of the relevant passages. Further, I will
comment on Chaucer’s Wife of Bath in the light of this character’s strong affinities with the
possible original owner of MS 2320.
It is possible that no other fifteenth-century English practical manual, whether in
textile crafts, hawking, herbal medicine or bow-making, is still cited with the frequency of
the braiding section in MS 2320.69 One factor of this popularity may be that it became readily
available to craftspeople in 1974 through Eric Stanley’s transcription, whereas the other
existing fifteenth-century manuscript with almost identical instructions, The Tollemache Book
of Secrets was not published with a transcribed text until 2001. Another factor would be that
it is an organised text of instruction in the specific skill of fingerloop braiding, with an initial
explanation of how the process will be described, and so is still valid as a systematic way into
the craft. Modern authors have devised diagrammatic methods to show the hand movements
69
Since Stanley’s 1974 work, MS 2320 has been cited by braiders Noémi Speiser (2000), Joy Boutrup (2010),
Elizabeth Benns and Gina Barrett (2005), and academically by Benns (2007), Beatrix Nutz (2014), Melissa
Reynolds (2019) and Ruth Carroll (2003).
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(Speiser 2000, 21–24; Boutrup 2012, 52–55 and Benns and Barrett 2005, 38) but the
technique and many of the patterns remain the same at those described in MS 2320.
First I will clarify which of the textile crafts is described in MS 2320. Inaccurate
interpretations relating to how the craft was described were used in early descriptions, as I
have discussed in Chapter One in relation to the dating of the manuscript. This was mainly
due to a misunderstanding of the text itself, which has no title in the manuscript, and begins
half way down fol.52r with the words: “In the maner of laces making … ”. The current
British Library catalogue record does talk of braiding in its contents notes, but in describing
the historiated initial on fol.52r, it still speaks of “a woman making lace”. In modern terms
this reads as though the woman is making the light and airy textile that we currently call lace,
but which had not yet evolved from embroidery and plaiting techniques at the time when MS
2320 was made (Levey 1983a, 7–9). E. G. Stanley did realise that the figure in the historiated
initial is not making lace in the sense of the bobbin or needle lace techniques that evolved in
the sixteenth century, but his guesses regarding the image are very vague (Stanley 1974, 89).
I have discussed this image and the position of the figure in it in my section on the
illuminations in the manuscript, also in Chapter One.
The key is in the plural use of the word laces. Elsewhere in the literature of the time,
they were referred to in the singular only when a particular lace object was referred to, but in
general they were referred to as laces. This usage remains with our use in shoelaces or in
references to Victorian ladies being tightly laced into corsets, for which the laces must be
pulled and tied. The traditional peasant costumes of Europe, like the Austro-Bavarian dirndl,
often have laces fastening the front of the bodice. These are a few remaining instances of the
many uses to which laces were put in medieval dress. Buttons were used in long rows down
the fronts of garments, or on cuffs. They fastened a garment around the body or arm, but
other parts of dress needed to be fastened up or down to each other. Buttons do not seem to
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have been used for this function. Nor has anything like the modern suspender attachment
been found in archaeological remains. Hooks and eyes, though technically possible at that
time, do not seem to have come into use. Needless to say, zippers and elastic were centuries
away. The main garments to be attached by laces (also called points or ties) were the hose,
which were made of cloth and had little elasticity of their own to hold them up. They were
laced to an undergarment out of sight, and so these laces may have been very plain. More
elaborate braids were the garters at knee height, which became visible on men as their tunics
shortened in the late fourteenth century. “Short was his gowne, with sleves longe and wyde”
in the General Prologue description of the Squire (I.93), describes the fashionable image. All
classes wore garters though, from the knights to the peasantry; the latter as can be seen in
some of the illuminations in the Luttrell Psalter70, which portray a piper (fol.13r), a
birdcatcher (fol.60r) and shepherds (fol.87r) wearing garters (Luttrell Psalter 1932). Later, in
the final decades of the fifteenth century and especially in the sixteenth century, the fashion
for slashed and detached sleeves, allowing the display of fine undergarments, added to the
use of laces, both ornamental and functional. In outerwear cloaks often had ties to hold them
together at the front.
Laces were used to tie extra accoutrements into place as well. These could be tied to
the belt, as were purses, pomanders, pen-cases and daggers. For ease of use in threading the
laces through the holes in clothing, metal aiglets, or chapes, were added to the ends of the
cords, as they are in shoelaces today. Laces might be purely decorative as well, as an edging,
or emphasising a seam, and this custom has also come down to us with the use of the French
version of the word aiglets, that is aiguillettes, which now denotes the decorative braids on
uniforms and regalia, predominantly worn on the shoulders. The metal aiglets would be
needed in great quantities, and were no doubt manufactured in England, but are also seen in
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P. R. Robinson’s account of a fifteenth-century customs confiscation from Lynn, one item
being “three gross of aiglets” (Robinson 2009, 222). Along with rivets and buckles, laces also
had a role in the elaborate process of dressing a knight in his full armour (Blair 1958, 55 and
60–64).
Apart from use on the person, rosaries would be strung on a narrow tubular braid
(Crowfoot, Pritchard and Staniland 2001, 135), documents might have seals attached by laces
or cords (Benns and Barrett 2005, 17), and multi-thread bookmarks used laces (Swales and
Blatt 2007, 145–179). Thicker cords made by the same techniques but still in bright colours,
had a part in the more decorative parts of a horse’s accoutrements (Boutrup 2010, 21).
Compared to the flat ribbons and tapes woven on narrow band looms, braids that were tabletwoven71, lucet72 woven or made by the fingerloop technique, could be made flat or round in
cross-section, so the potential uses were increased.
Unlike the tablet and lucet woven braids mentioned above, fingerloop braiding needs
no specialised equipment. It also differs from the plaiting that is used for hair styles, and from
any loom woven structure. Excavations show that it was not a new technique in the fifteenth
century when MS 2320 was written. Remains from the late thirteenth century found in the
Southampton excavations of 1953–69 uncovered examples of textiles, including a braid made
by the fingerloop method (Crowfoot 1975, II 336–7). Other excavations in London, which
date from the twelfth to the late fourteenth century, are described in Textiles and Clothing
c.1150-c.1450. When discussing fingerloop braids found in the London excavations, the
authors write: “26 examples have been recovered from London deposits of the late 12th to
early 15th centuries” (Crowfoot, Pritchard and Staniland 2001, 138–140). This makes it
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Tablet weaving is a technique using stiff cards instead of loom shafts, to separate the lengthwise threads (the
warp) for the working thread (the weft) to pass through. The technique could be used to create bands from very
narrow to 15 cm wide, and could incorporate elaborate patterning and brocading.
72
Simple braids using just one continuous thread, could be made with a small handheld device shaped like
horns. These braids were not as strong as, nor had the variety of, braids made using the fingerloop technique.
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possible that there was an earlier version of these instructions that served as an exemplar for
both MS 2320 and the later fifteenth-century The Tollemache Book of Secrets.
In Europe, at Lengberg Castle in Austria, archaeological investigations have
uncovered similar fifteenth-century braids (Nutz 2014), but much older remains from the Iron
Age have been found in the Hallstatt Salt Mines (Grömer, Kania and Boutrup 2015, 39–46).
Nor was the technique confined to Europe in that period, as there exists a seventeenth-century
Japanese document with a copy of a fifteenth-century illustration of a person braiding in this
way (Kinoshita 1986, 47). In Rodrick Owen’s studies of pre-Incan Andean braids, the braids
in the loop-braided “twined” technique use the same structure as those medieval English
braids that have “bend” in the title.73 Noémi Speiser, in a discussion on tensioning and
tightening techniques in fingerloop braid making, comments on methods used in India,
Sweden, Morocco and Bulgaria, these examples covering periods from medieval to current
practice (Speiser 2000, 30 and 41 ill.).
This method of braiding uses very little equipment other than the threads themselves,
nimble fingers, and a handy point from which to hang the braid for tensioning. For longer
braids a partner might be using a small beater to tighten the braid, as is seen in a medieval
illustration of this technique (see fig.5). As such it compares favourably with tablet and
ribbon loom weaving, which need more tools, and therefore it was an ideal craft for members
of a household to turn their hands to in spare moments, either singly or in pairs or groups.
Many braids could be learned quickly and made by one person alone, but some of the more
elaborate ones needed two, or even three, people to work in unison. MS 2320 has a variety of
one- and two-person braids, but only begins the instructions for a three-person braid before
breaking off the text. These complex braids are known from archaeological evidence, as
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This can be read on the Loopbraider site: Ingrid Crickmore. 2013. “Rodrick Owen and the Braids of the
Mummies”. https://loopbraider.com/2013/10/26/rodrick-owen-and-the-braids-of-the-mummies/
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Crowfoot says that, “examples from London show that it was not unusual to have at least two
people working together, and as many as three would have been necessary for a 20-loop braid
recovered from the late 14th century infill at BC72” (Crowfoot, Pritchard and Staniland 2001,
138). Silk was often used, especially for the more decorative braids, but linen or wool could
be used for more utilitarian purposes.
The Braiding Instructions in MS 2320 have no introductory preamble such as begin
the Prognostications and Lunary. The text starts immediately on the instructions for making
the braids. It is written in the second person as if the writer was reading the directions to
those learning the technique. Braiders are called “he” and “a felow” although they would
almost invariably be women. As a manual of directions it is well structured, beginning by
explaining the methodology of the text’s identification of exactly which finger is referred to
at any time. It then passes on to the various methods of passing loops of thread from one hand
to the other, or one finger to the other on the same hand. The one main piece of information
missing shows that the learners are expected to have at least seen loop braiding in action, as
one would not know from the text that the loops are formed by doubled yarns with the loops
towards the worker and the free ends tightly bundled and tied to a tensioning post or object.
In this way, with the hands providing the opposite tensioning point, the yarn is never slack
while being worked. The text then passes on to instructions for the forty specific braid
patterns. These vary from easy five-loop braids where there is plenty of room to move loops
from one hand to another, to eight-loop braids for one person, before passing on to braids for
two workers who pass loops from hand to hand using up to sixteen loops between them.
Colours also have an important part to play in the patterning. Many braids have two colours
and three braids have more. Possibly the most intriguing is one where two workers create a
tubular braid within an outer tubular braid, both being worked at the same time. The
progression is generally from easy to difficult but tends to jump around, so that a learner
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could not be expected to just work their way through the sequence. The number of workers is
not necessarily the only indication of difficulty. For instance, the seventh braid is the first
braid for two workers, but with only four loops each to manage, whereas the thirty-eighth
braid is for one worker with six loops and three colours.
The braids themselves vary in pattern and shape, giving them a wide range of
functionality. In cross section some are flat, some round, and some folded on one side so that
they open out into a wider braid than expected. Many of the flat braids would be used for
decorative purposes on clothing, whereas the round ones would be laces and cords for tying
and threading. Clever use of colour created spirals, chevrons, waves, and parallel edges in
contrasting hues. A sole worker could not create any braid longer than half the width that
they could spread their arms to tighten the work as they went, and this was adequate for many
purposes. With a helper using a wooden weaver’s sword to beat the tightness in at the far end,
longer lengths could be made. Pictures from countries outside of Europe, show various
ingenious devices to enable a sole worker to use a lever or even feet to do this beating, but the
European pictures of the time only show the helper with the wooden beater.
The names of the braids have intrigued readers of this text. Heraldic origins are
proposed by Stanley and Speiser for terms such as bascon, which both authors correct to
baston, though Stanley is not convinced on this point. One or other of these authors also
ascribe heraldic origins to terms such as “lace bend”, “lace compon” and “lace maskel”.
Sometimes the interpretation is due to the scholar’s level of braiding experience, as when
Stanley describes “brode” to mean flat whereas Benns expands on this to mean “flat on one
side and ridged on the other”. All three agree that “grene dorge” is from the French for
barleycorn. Stanley says that he cannot interpret “lace condrak departed” at all, but in The
Tollemache Book of Secrets this same braid is called “cove de race”, which Speiser interprets
as a cave or the curve of an arch. This may relate to this braid having to be allowed to twist as
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it is worked and therefore needing to be attached to its tensioning point by a “turne”. This
Stanley interpreted as a spool or bobbin because he did not understand the pattern, and Benns
says that it must be some kind of swivel similar to a modern fishing swivel. The lace called
“pen powerer” in MS 2320 has Stanley puzzled as he interprets this as a holder for either pins
or a pen. The same lace in The Tollemache Book of Secrets is called “penne powne”, which
Speiser has interpreted as being like the feathers of a peacock. It does have an “eye” and uses
four colours, so this may be the more correct interpretation. However, both Stanley and
Speiser agree that “piol” is spotted or speckled, with Speiser giving the derivation from the
Latin pica for magpie.
It is likely that most braids for outer show were made professionally and intended for
clothing and accessories. These would be made by women, usually referred to as silkwomen,
as their main work was the making of passementerie in silk. This term covers braids, woven
ribbons, fringing, tassels, hairnets and silk-covered buttons. The ribbons and other narrow
wares could include tablet weaving (Crowfoot, Pritchard and Staniland 2001, 130), and the
woven ones could be made on a narrow band loom. Although they did not have a recognised
guild, the silkwomen worked in a similar way to the male crafts that did. They ran
workshops, took on apprentices in the same terms as the youths taken on by their male peers,
stood surety for debts, and petitioned parliament for protection against foreign imports (Dale
1933, 324–326). The silkwomen also supplied prepared silk yarn to both professional and
amateur embroiderers, and to others working domestically, where the plain braids could be
made by everybody. To do this, as well as running workshops, the more successful among the
silkwomen, who had accumulated some capital, bought silk fibre wholesale from the foreign
merchants and dealt in it by retail sale to smaller workshops or individual workers. This
wholesale fibre would be reeled from the silk cocoons, but unspun, and one reads of silk
throwsters among the workers, the term derived from the word used for spinning this silk to
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make it more easily used as thread. The amounts of money involved were significant. A
“fardel” of silk, although we do not know the weight of this, must have been a major bulk
purchase, costing between ₤30/18/9 and ₤57/12/00, both more than a year’s income for a
minor gentleman (Dale 1933, 329). In 1443 silkwoman Ellen Langwith paid even more,
₤60/11/8 for a fardel (Barron and Davies 2003, 41). Their end products were worth
considerable amounts, and some of these woman directly supplied the royal household (Dale
1933, 328 and 330).
Successful women such as Ellen Langwith could become wealthy. They seem to have
married within the household trades of mercers, drapers, cutlers, spurriers, tailors and similar.
As wives, “like Isabel Bally-Otes-Frowyk (who) had contributed greatly to each marital
household with her Soper Lane shop” (Sutton 2005, 203), they could operate their own
business. If widowed they might inherit workshops, houses and goods, and choose to carry on
their husband’s business. A silkwoman would already have been working at that trade during
her marriage, as “there was no trace that men were weaving the corses, ribbons and laces with
which the women traded” (Dale 1933, 333), so her inheritance would have given her more
security and social standing. To expand on what I have already written about a possible first
owner of MS 2320, such a woman as Ellen Langwith may well have been able to afford a
professionally made book for household usage, and may have wanted the braiding
instructions that are included in MS 2320. No doubt the common braids were well known to
her workers, but a text that has so many variations might serve, not so much as a workshop
manual, which would imply a literate workforce, as a source of ideas for herself to study and
pass on to her workers. As a businesswoman she may have had little patience with a scribe’s
ideas of textual niceties such as finishing one text before starting the next, but a large showy
initial would have added prestige and value to the book, giving a good return for money
spent.
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In this braiding section of the manuscript, there are twenty-eight blue 2-line initials
with decorative red penwork, often extending up and down the margins. This red penwork
has smudged to various degrees on many of the initials, though the blue has stayed almost
completely stable, except in one instance. The text ink has remained unaffected. This may be
due to different qualities of the pigments used, but the cause of the smudging is not clear. If it
were water damage, one might have expected matching damage on the verso or facing pages,
but this is rarely the case. When I asked Kathryn Rudy, author of Postcards on Parchment:
the Social Lives of Medieval Books, about the possibility of sweaty thumbs having this effect,
she suggested a different approach to possible wet damage, saying:
My argument about smudged letters is that they were often touched with a wet finger in
order to mark (with a public gesture) the beginning of reading; this gesture is probably
related to priests’ gestures of kissing and touching before reading the Te Igitur passage
in missals … I would not say that sweaty thumbs have caused the smudging, but rather
that wet-touching results from a deliberate kissing of the fingers before touching the
book, and that the hands transport the kiss like a pax does in mass. Kissing the
hand/finger/book forms part of the gestures of reading, esp public reading. (Kathryn
Rudy, personal communication 22/8/2019)
An analysis of the distribution of the initials with ink smudging, if taken to be a sign of use in
line with the above passage, shows an even spread of interest across the level of difficulty of
the braids, with loop numbers from five for the simpler braids to sixteen for the more
complicated, and needing both one and two workers. There is no suggestion that the owner
was only interested in the simple braids and ignored the more complicated ones, which
indicates to me that she was not a genteel dilettante but a woman with competent skills and
definite preferences. Her tolerance for complexity may have drawn the line at three workers
though, as this is where the instructions are cut short. When compared to The Tollemache
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Book of Secrets, the final unfinished braid instructions on fol.70v would have led into a braid
needing three workers. The owner of MS 2320 may have seen this in the exemplum and
decided to go no further, either as this level of complexity would be too difficult for
amateurs, or in a workshop setting it would be an uneconomic staff-to-product ratio74. In this
case it shows that she was not familiar with the whole exemplum, as in The Tollemache Book
of Secrets many of the ensuing braids need only one or two workers. Interestingly, and fitting
in with the concept of these smudged initials introducing passages of particular interest, there
is the fact that the only example of significantly smudged initials in the rest of MS 2320 is in
the Prognostications, after the preamble and at the beginning of the actual prognostications,
on fol.6r. This would be the point at which a repeat reader would begin reading as they would
not re-read the preamble, which has no useful information.
I am not completely in agreement with Elizabeth Benns’ assertion about the lack of
corrections implying that this book was not used in a workshop (Benns and Barrett 2005, 26).
In a situation where practical workers have traditionally passed skills down by physically
demonstrating, and also have a low degree of literacy, it might not have seemed important to
amend the text. It would be seen solely as a starting point to aid memory. This would be
similar to a group of dancers, even now, re-learning a sequence with a notated version at
hand. As soon as their memories diverged from the text, with few dancers having more than a
very basic knowledge of dance notation, they would push the text aside and carry on with the
physical memory of the sequence. Unless a person was at hand whose job was purely that of
a scribe (or dance notator in this instance) it is unlikely that the text would ever be corrected.
Similarly, for players of popular music “the notation has the status of mere instruction and is
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The question of whether the scribe may have been the first owner arises with the possibility of such a handson decision. As the script and presentation argue for a professional scribe, this could mean a household where
both scribal and braiding activities were carried out, a household probably not wealthy enough to own an
illuminated book. The presence of illuminations suggests a book made for sale, as household books made by
their owners rarely have more than pen drawings as illustrations. However, the point could be debated further.
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liable to be thrown away as soon as the instruction is internalised by the musician. Notation is
also used as a memory jogger. … Partly because of this, published scores, particularly
songbooks on sale in music shops, are usually very inaccurate” (Green 2001, 38). In the
amateur craft community, weavers sometimes describe themselves as being visual learners
who learn by doing. They will follow a printed weaving diagram until a difficulty arises, at
which point they would rather ask a friend for help than persevere with the printed version,
and their copy of the diagram is rarely corrected, if kept at all. If the diagram proves to be
wrongly written, this is seen as a delay in the current project, not something to be corrected
for future users.

Later Developments
After the fifteenth-century manuscripts Harley MS 2320 and The Tollemache Book of
Secrets, there are no known exempla of instructions for fingerloop braiding in English until
the mid-seventeenth century. The latter sixteenth century saw several pattern books for
bobbin lace, though no texts with instructions on how to make it (Levey 1983b, 8–10). At
that time bobbin lace made more use of plaiting techniques than in later years, and the
product of the instructions for several open braids in the late fifteenth century The
Tollemache Book of Secrets could be mistaken for narrow bobbin lace insertions. Noémi
Speiser comments on this similarity and gives a very clear diagram of the braid (Speiser
2000, 65). In this it is possible to see the similarity, but also the difference in structure of the
plait-like elements to those of bobbin lace.
In the seventeenth century we come across the 1655 printed Natura Exenterata, or,
Nature Unbowelled, the lengthy full title of which promises information about recipes, cures,
inventions and recreations. One section of this latter part is the one on braiding, entitled “For
making laces” on pages 420–438, ending with “Explicit Da. Eliz. Screne”. The creator, Cindy
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Myers, of the interesting table comparing the braids in MS 2320, The Tollemache Book of
Secrets, and Natura exenterata, has interpreted the name to be “Da. Eliz. Serene” and used
this to identify this text.75 The text is very like that of MS 2320 and The Tollemache Book of
Secrets with some paraphrasing, so the person who prepared the text for the typesetter must
have had a copy of a manuscript such as these two at hand.
Noémi Speiser lists nine English manuscript versions of braiding instructions from the
seventeenth century, though five of these are “almost identical in text, in choice, and in
sequence of recipes, as well as in the style of the beautiful and eminently legible
handwriting” (Speiser 2000, 15). A feature that they all have in common demonstrates a
change in taste: the old, strong braid-within-a-braid versions are gone and there is a new
interest in the painstaking method of working lettering into one’s braid. Also, there are far
more patterns for multi-person braids, needing from two to four workers working very
patiently together. It would seem that with these slow techniques, speed of production is no
longer a priority. Another change is the presence, in many of the manuscripts, of samples
carefully stitched into place by each pattern. The elegant handwriting suggests ladies at a
pleasant pastime, working together to make and paste their completed samples in their
booklets.
Of these manuscripts, the one of particular interest to current braiders is the one in the
Wigan Council Heritage Archives, Ref D/D St C1, known as the Lady Bindloss Braid Book,
as this has an example of the completed braid attached to every pattern. The handwriting is
clear and easy to read but the instructions are not, and there is quite a lot of crossing out and
correcting. Unlike the fifteenth-century texts and the printed Natura Exenterata, this version
only tells the braider how many loops go on each hand but not which fingers they go on. It
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Cindy Myers. 2019. Braids by Source Manuscript. http://www.silkewerk.com/braids/source.html. Myers
refers to all three as manuscripts though the third of these is a printed book.
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also lacks the introductory explanations, and has far fewer correlations with the earlier
manuscripts than does the printed version in Natura Exenterata. Elizabeth Benns has
compared the four versions (MS 2320, Tollemache, Natura and Bindloss) at several places in
the text, and demonstrates the extent of the differences in the Lady Bindloss Braid Book
(Benns and Barrett 2005, 28).
Modern scholarly commentators can be topically selective when discussing early
books, depending on the author’s field of study. For example, Lynette Hunter discusses
Natura Exenterata from the aspect of domestic medicine and dismisses all the non-medical
sections with: “The printed book concludes with sections on horse-breeding, knitting, sugar
cookery and household science” (Hunter 1997, 103). It is true that there is knitting in Natura
Exenterata, but it takes up half as much space as the braiding section. With this in mind, there
may well be further textile-related instructions to be found in early manuscripts and books by
re-examining books with such generalised descriptions as above, and not assuming textile
terms to be accurate.
To twentieth- and twenty-first-century braid makers, the text of Harley MS 2320 has
been a goldmine and continues to be cited and rewritten, with meticulous corrections by
Elizabeth Benns and Gina Barrett in their book, and various ingenious ways to diagram the
instructions have been invented by those authors, Noémi Speiser and others. For those visual
learners of the craft community, the internet provides video instructions in how to make the
same braids that the owner of MS 2320 could make using her manual.
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PART TWO: Braids and Laces in Literature
In my introduction I stated that some consideration of changes of meanings of words would
be a theme within this thesis. In the following discussion I study two terms relevant to the
Braiding Instructions in MS 2320, those being lace and braid. I shall study the use of the
word lace in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and compare the Middle English text with
several translations into modern English. Meanings can change but I will show that at times
two meanings can be current, with the possibility of intentional double meanings.
When Mrs Bury Palliser, in the mid-nineteenth century, was researching for her
History of Lace, long held to be the authority in the subject and reprinted many times
between 1865 and 1984, she could not make head nor tail of the instructions in the third text
of MS 2320, taking them to be for some form of crochet. With neither paleographical skills,
nor the knowledge of the changes of meanings of words over time, she did not have the keys
to the text. More than a hundred years later, in 1974, an Oxford professor of medieval
literature E. G. Stanley called the products of the instructions “strings” because, although he
was well equipped to transcribe the text, he and his wife had only managed to put into
practice the instructions for the most basic of the braids described. He had the linguistic
knowledge but not the practical skills needed. It was not until historians and archaeologists
who were also expert braiders used his work and also did their own research that the full
range of braids was deciphered and worked.
In MS 2320, the instructions are for “laces makyng”. The simple word laces has
changed its meaning over time, and to understand literature of any type that mentions it, one
needs to know what meaning, or connotations, it may have had at the time of writing. In my
own writing about the products of the instructions in MS 2320, I have been using braid, to
avoid misunderstandings. However, even my use of braid is problematic, as this too had an
earlier meaning. If I were reading the term braid as a noun within passages of medieval
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writing it might have a very different meaning. The Middle English Dictionary (henceforth
MED)76 gives the most used meanings as: “A sudden or quick movement, such as a jerk,
wrench, pull, start, jolt”, “a blow or stroke (as with a weapon)”, or “an (armed) assault; an
attack, onslaught”. In another sense it can mean “a moment”, preceded by “in a” or “at”, seen
in expressions such as “in a breyd”, “withinne abreyd”. The Oxford English Dictionary
(henceforth OED) gives the first instance of the modern meaning of “Anything plaited,
interwoven, or entwined” in 1530. The medieval meaning appears in The King of Tars, with
“Anon he stirt vp at a breyd” (Perryman 1980, 90; 640), and in Sir Degaré, where “ne wan
man in that lond / That o breid him might astond” (Laskaya and Salisbury 1995, 108; 291–2).
Regarding actual items described in MS 2320, whether we term them laces as in late
medieval English, or braids in modern English, Chaucer shows them in everyday use in the
General Prologue being used to hang daggers off belts (I, 392), hats down backs (I, 574), as
laces on hose (I, 457), and in the “Miller’s Tale” to tie a hood on (I, 3241). The word lace
acquired the modern meaning between the time of MS 2320 and our own, with lace now
taken mainly to mean a light airy fabric with the pattern made up of holes surrounded by
thread. This fabric did not come into being and use in England until the latter sixteenth
century.77

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
In the fifteenth century, another, now obsolete, meaning of the word lace (or laas) was still in
circulation, that of a snare or noose. In Lydgate’s Daunce Machabree we find The Squire
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Middle English Dictionary. 2018. https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/middle-english-dictionary/dictionary
There can still be some ambiguity. In a modernised version of Piers the Plowman’s Crede, lace could be
taken either way. James Dean gives line 79: “That the lace of oure Ladie smok lighteth hem of children” as:
“That the lace from Our Lady’s shift delivers their children” (Dean 1991, 10). This modern version might be
understood by a reader as originally intended, or misconstrued as lace fabric, both appropriate for a smock now,
but the latter not for a medieval smock. To be pedantically correct about the earlier meaning, lace here could be
translated as a drawstring or gathering cord. The moderniser of the text could decide whether the simplicity of
lace and the alliteration with Lady is more important for their purposes than precise, unambiguous, terminology.
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saying: “Sithens that Death me holdeth in his lase” (Lydgate 1967, line 1032), which uses
this older meaning. Knowing then that there were two meanings of the word in circulation in
late medieval England, one can look at Sir Gawain and the Green Knight with this in mind.
Lawrence Besserman discusses the shifting values of the girdle in his article “Gawain’s
Green Girdle”, giving a background of associations with girdles in both Christian and færie
lore, as well as identifying the meaning of lace as a snare or noose, and its applicability to the
bedroom scenes in Sir Gawain. He says “no other object in Sir Gawain is so heavily charged
with such rapidly changing significance” (Besserman 1982, 85). I will suggest that the
changes of meaning between girdle and lace, as well as the double meaning of lace itself, are
also part of the subtle undermining of Gawain and his trouthe.
Established early in the story is the conjunction of silk, gold and embroidery,
accompanied by embellishments such as gemstones, pendants, tassels or fringes. We find
Queen Guinevere at the feast backed by hangings and a canopy of the richest silks,
embroidered and set with gems (74–80). The Green Knight’s arrival and appearance includes
these, but adds two further elements, the colour green, and pure white ermine fur. At first it is
said that he is all green, but the detailed description makes it apparent that this has exceptions
in the pure white fur lining of his cloak and hood, and the gold of his spurs. It is not clear
whether the wonderful embroideries are green-on-green or multi-coloured though. His horse
is similarly all green except for the gold thread plaited into his mane and bells of gold. Here
we find the first narrow band mentioned, under the term of þwong, which ties off the horse’s
plaits and supports the bells. Passing onto the Green Knight’s one weapon, the great axe, we
find that it is also green but with a blade, “Þe grain al of grene stele and of golde hewen”
(211), so some gold appears again, and in line 217 what has been translated by modernisers
as a thong or cord, but in the original text is actually a lace, wound around the shaft and
decorated with tassels. Now, as the word þwong is used for the horse’s decorations, and in
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describing the closures on Gawain’s armour (579), it might seem strange to use the less
substantial term lace in describing the axe. However, this may have been the point, to make
this usage memorable, so that when the great axe and its lace magically reappear later, the
combination is recognised. Meanwhile, at least for the duration of the year, it is hung above
the dais in Arthur’s court.
The following autumn Gawain is dressed for his journey and ordeal. There is no doubt
here about the impressiveness of his dress, armour and trappings. They are even arranged on
a special carpet before he dons them. The description of his clothes and accoutrements makes
it clear that he is accustomed to the best and most luxurious textiles and armour. Once again
we have the combination of silk, ermine fur, gold, embroidery and jewels, his horse’s gear
adding gold fringes to the array. After his arduous journey he reaches Sir Bertelak’s castle
where he is entertained with great hospitality, which includes much silk, white fur, golden
trimmings and good food.
In the later bedroom scenes, the lady soon makes use of the imagery of Gawain being
her captive, with “Now ar ӡe tan as tyt!” (1210), and referring to “my knyӡt þat I kaӡt haue”
(1225). At this point the reference seems to be to the hunt going on outdoors, but on the third
day she presents her lace, with its physical presence as her girdle, and its alternative meaning
of being a snare or noose. Later we learn that there has indeed been a deliberate trap set for
him, to test his honour, devised by his own aunt, Morgan le Fay. Regarding the physical lace,
for which she apologises as it is “vnworþi”, a stream of shifting values begins, with the object
being called “lace” (six times), “luf-lace” (twice), “girdle” (six times) or “belt” (three times).
However, in addition to these, there are two other references to lace and these both apply to
that which is wrapped around the Green Knight’s great axe, once at the beginning of the tale,
and once near the end, miraculously re-appearing in the knight’s hands, though it had been
left hanging over the dais in Arthur’s court. Thus the girdle as the instrument of Gawain’s
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failure in trouthe is sandwiched between the magical appearances of another shining green
lace. Albert B. Friedman and Richard H. Osberg show that girdles have been part of mystical
lore from time immemorial, in forms ranging from thin strings to elaborate belts (Friedman
and Osberg 1977), so the association of the lace or girdle, in either form, with unexplainable
happenings should not come as a surprise. However, for Gawain, learning the truth causes
further humiliation as he understands how he has been manipulated.
The different terms for the Lady’s lace, or girdle as it is usually termed in our time,
also indicate variations in values that are reflected elsewhere in the poem and build up to a
subtle undermining of Gawain’s self-worth, bringing the perfect knight down to a fallible
human level. As we know from our study of MS 2320, the lace could be a narrow braid, in
either a simple or a complicated pattern, made with green silk and possibly with gold thread
incorporated at the edges, or with the edges having been embroidered afterwards. The edges
would be narrow and any embroidery therefore fairly limited. The glistening gold at the ends
may be only small clips or aiglets. We (and Gawain) learn later that the Lady has made it
herself when the Green Knight, now identified as Sir Bertelak, says: “Myn owen wyf hit þe
weued” (2359), so although she may be a skilled amateur, the lace won’t be a professionally
made item. It has been established that Gawain is used to the very best in textiles and
accoutrements, and therefore he is unlikely to have been impressed with such an object in
itself. It also puts her apology for it being “vnworþi” in context as a common way of giving a
self-made piece of work. In its materiality the item could be seen to be in the nature of a
lady’s favour to be worn at tournaments.
However, at other times, the item is called a “girdle”, which could have had quite
different connotations. Girdles of people who lived as Sir Bertelak’s family clearly did, were
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frequently valuable show-pieces, and were identified in wills as special legacies to named
beneficiaries (Netherton and Owen-Crocker 2005, 138–52).78
But whether modest handmade lace or valuable gold-adorned girdle, Gawain passes
the temptation test, both in terms of the Lady herself and the offered gift, until the Lady tells
him of the magic properties of the girdle. In then accepting the girdle, Gawain lets himself
down on several fronts. He, the great warrior, gives in to fear for his life and lets that fear
drive his choice. He also agrees to deceive his host and break the vow over exchange of gifts,
and finally, in accepting the power of magic he sins against Mary Mother of God who faces
him every time he goes into battle. These are the untruths that torture Gawain as he leaves the
castle, and his loss of confidence leads to him failing once again, when he flinches at the first
feint of the Green Knight with the axe. The Green Knight has no hesitation in taunting him
for this, and in fact he has been subtly undermining Gawain from the start. When Gawain
arrived at the castle of Hautdesert, Sir Bertelak has Gawain swear to obey him in all things,
making it seem a normal part of festive fun. He uses this to insist that Gawain stays home in
silks and furs, lazing his days away effeminately while the men go off hunting. With his
armour and horse being looked after by Sir Bertelak’s men, he has no way to leave an
uncomfortable situation, even if his honour had allowed it. During the day he is reminded of
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One method of weaving girdles was by tablet weaving. This technique was practised all over Scandinavia and
Europe, with items from as early as the sixth century BCE having been identified (Collingwood 1982, 13).
Special items such as elaborate girdles and ecclesiastical stoles were often heavily brocaded with gold, silver or
gilt threads. One remaining band found in the extensive textile remains in Birka (now Björkö), Sweden, has the
gold brocading wefts lying undisturbed in their exact conformation, even though the silk has decayed, showing
that the gold almost entirely covered the face of the cloth (Geijer 1983, 94). In England the Anglo-Saxon girdle
of St. Cuthbert was made in this way, being two centimetres wide, woven of silk and brocaded with gold
(Crowfoot 1956, 435–8). There are many illuminations in manuscripts which show well-dressed ladies sitting
elegantly at their tablet weaving. The Virgin Mary is often portrayed this way in scenes at the bottom of
architectural Annunciation pages in manuscripts such as Österreichische Nationalbibliothek MS 1855, fol. 25
(31), The Bedford Book of Hours fol. 32, Bibliotheque Mazarine (Paris) MS 469 fol. 13, The Sobieski Hours as
Windsor Castle Royal Library fol. 24, and The Lamoignen Hours (Lisbon) Gulbenkian Foundation MS L.A.
237. She is also, in this activity, the principal illumination on pages, such as the Book of Hours, Bodleian MS
Douce 144, fol.19, and The Hours of Philippot de Nantere fol. 136. Therefore it would not be out of place for a
lady in the position of Sir Bertelak’s wife to do such work. A girdle such as this could have been a gift of value
indeed, though even here the potential value is undermined by the fact that the girdle in Sir Gawain is only
embroidered or brocaded along the edges.
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his basic human nature as the Lady teases and seduces him while having refused his request
to be allowed to clothe himself, and tucked his sheets around him so that his lowly animal
nature would be hard to hide. In the evenings Sir Bertelak taunts him, referring to his
becoming rich by such trade-like exchanges, as he says “ӡe ben ryche in a whyle / Such
chaffer and ӡe drowe” (1645–6), and to Gawain’s getting a good bargain with his saying that
“ӡe cach much sele / In cheuisaunce of þis chaffer, ӡif ӡe had goud chepeӡ” (1938–9), thus
implying that Gawain has a tradesman’s mentality. Later, at the Green Chapel, having driven
Gawain into a state of despair over the damage done to his self-worth as the most perfect
knight of Arthur’s court, Sir Bertelak takes on an attitude of patronising magnanimity while
making sure that Gawain keeps the symbol of his fall from grace, the fateful lace. With these
varying levels of meaning for just one item in the wealth of visual detail in the poem, we can
see that “these off-pattern variations, ambiguities, contradictions are what give the poem’s
plot its subtlety and distinction” (Friedman and Osberg 1977, 309).
Modern translators have used a variety of devices to replace the varying medieval
terms for the girdle, and also the item wound around the Green Knight’s great axe. I
examined those terms in translations by Simon Armitage (2007), W. R. J. Barron (1998),
Casey Finch (1993), John Gardner (1965), Kenneth Hare (1948) and William Vantuono
(1984) and found it interesting to compare them. With such shifting meanings in this
particular work it would be neither sensible, nor desirable in most cases, to expect a
pedantically exact translation of each term, but a survey can show up deficient understanding,
or mistaken interpretations.
Firstly is line 193 where the Green Knight’s horse is being described. Its mane is
plaited and tied with a sensible “þwong”, a term that gives nobody any difficulty at all, so
close as it is to the modern word and usage and with its suitability to the occasion. The great
axe is another story. It has “a lace lapped aboute”, a seemingly frail binding for such a
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weapon. Only Armitage retains “lace”, whether to simply take the term as given, or in a
deliberate choice due to the associations with the word throughout, is not clear. The others all
revert to the seemingly more masculine terms, “thong” and “cord”. In fact, several of the lace
patterns from MS 2320 would create dense, stout cords.79 And it is clear that the lace is more
decorative than functional as the axe is already “wounden wyth yrn to þe wandeӡ ende”
(215), the lace itself being decorated with tassels. Therefore there was no reason for the use
of “thong” or “cord”, but it seems that the translators thought that this was more suitable for
association with such a brutish weapon. Later (2226), when this, or another, axe appears in
the hands of the Green Knight at the Green Chapel, the meaning of the word lace is more
elusive and the translators display a great deal of variety in how they see it. Four have a
meaning of it as a kind of measure of the length of the axe, but two of these use “belt” for
“lace”, and one uses “girdle”, so they seem to be relating the lace to the girdle that Gawain
wears, not the cord on the axe itself. The two translators who make the relationship of lace
and axe clear, use “lace” (Armitage again) and “lash” (Finch). One (Hare) avoids the passage
altogether. So here not only is the term lace a problem, but the object’s function as well.
When it comes to the central item in the story, the girdle itself, the text uses either
“lace”, “girdle”, or “belt”, so it is no surprise to find the translators just as varied. The only
time they show unity is with the two uses of “luf-lace”, which they are all happy to translate
as “love-lace” or “love band”. The association with love seems to smooth out any problems
with the physical item. Only Hare seems aware of the possible slightness of the item, as he
uses “ribbon” for the first offering of the lace (1828–30) and again when the Lady explains
the magical qualities inherent in it (1851). He is one of only two (with Armitage) who
translate “beten with fyngreӡ” (1833) as pertaining to it having been made by hand
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The photographs of completed samples made by braiders for the publication of Tak V Bowes Departed show
this clearly and I own one of these made by Gina Barrett, one of the authors and braiders, which enables me to
attest to the density and strength of the braid, in this case a round one that could be termed a cord.
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(Armitage) or with fingers (Hare). The others use “pendants”, maybe thinking of finger-like
projections, or ignore the word. MED only gives the meaning of “fingers”. As all textiles
were made by hand at that time, there must be more to it than this, so possibly this is the first
intimation that the Lady made the girdle, and it could equate to “made by her own fingers”.
Hare might therefore be the one of the translators who is aware of the weaving of narrow
wares as a household pursuit, even for ladies. The fine green silk and gold embroidery would
fit that scenario. Later he uses “sash” and “girdle” but has the Green Knight say that it is
“woven of my lady’s woof”, which implies that Hare has a mental picture of the actual
weaving. Gardner seems to have mixed ideas as he has the Lady “unbuckle a belt” but from
then on almost always uses “sash”, though sashes are tied, not buckled. Barron uses “lace”
only once, and ironically from the point of view of this discussion, never when the text uses
it. He translates “lachet” (591) in the description of Gawain’s armour as “lace”, whereas the
other translators use “latchet” (3), link (1) and clasp (1).
I will not delve further into the intricacies of the Gawain story here. It is enough in the
context of this study of MS 2320 to explore the use and ambiguity of the term lace in the
light of what has been learned from examining the Braiding Instructions section of MS 2320.
The ability to visualise the material reality signified by the word lace in the fourteenth
century gives the modern reader one more access point to the complexity of this much loved
and studied poem, and a modern translator another point of reference when choosing terms to
represent the meaning of the original text.

Chaucer’s Wife of Bath
The possible commissioner and first owner of MS 2320 had characteristics which can be
compared to Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, in the Canterbury Tales. This character is so vividly
portrayed and it is possible that at least some of her nature and situation were derived from a
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woman, or several women, that Chaucer had known. Chaucer probably had some knowledge
of the Bath area, as for two periods of approximately a year in the 1390s he had forest
management responsibilities at North Petherton (Crow 1966, 492–9), approximately eighty
kilometres away from Bath. The forest was also only forty kilometres from the major wool
port of Dunster, and with his interest in such matters from his years in the customs service,
Chaucer may well have become familiar with the workings of the woollen cloth trade in the
area. There is no published evidence of his residing in the area though (Spurgeon 1914, pt. 1
9–13), so it is also possible that he reached an economic, rather than a personal, familiarity
with the area.
In my discussion of a first owner of MS 2320 I proposed the possibility of this person
being a wealthy woman involved in running a household, and considered that she may have
been a silkwoman, due to the Braiding Instructions section in the manuscript. As such, she
may have been legally a feme sole which would give her full control over her financial
dealings separately from her husband’s. Although not all businesswomen seem to have taken
up the legal status of feme sole due to there being disadvantages as well as advantages of the
status (McIntosh 2005, 412), it was an option for those wishing for complete financial
independence. Most modern social and economic research about the feme sole status refers to
London, but the larger regional towns also supported the practice. I have not found a
definitive list of these, but of those I have identified in writings on the topic, the most
interesting in relation to the Wife of Bath, is Bristol (Fleming 2001, 7, 12–13), only twentytwo kilometres from Bath.80
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Bristol is well discussed by Peter Fleming in Women in Late Medieval Bristol (Bristol 2001); York by Peter
Goldberg in Women, Work, and Life Cycle in a Medieval Economy (1992); whereas Marjorie McIntosh
mentions Lincoln, York, Sandwich, Rye, Carlisle, Chester and Exeter in “The Benefits and Drawbacks of femme
sole status in England, 1300–1630.” Journal of British Studies 44: 410–438 (2006) and Sarah M. Butler adds
Hastings, Winchelsea and Worcester in her “Femme Sole Status: a failed Feminist Dream?” Legal History
Miscellany Posted on-line Feb. 8th 2019. https://legalhistorymiscellany.com/2019/02/08/femme-sole-status-afailed-feminist-dream/
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In the Prologue which precedes her Tale, the Wife of Bath does not talk about her
cloth business at all, and we only know of it from the narrator’s words in the General
Prologue. When she speaks for herself in the Prologue to her Tale, her main concern with her
five husbands is for control over her property, her clothes and her freedom of movement.
When it comes to her fifth husband, as a middle-aged woman beguiled by the attractions of a
younger man, she has allowed all her property to come under his control, only to regret it:
And to hym yaf I al the lond and fee
That evere was me yeven therbifoore.
But afterward repented me ful soore;
He nolde suffre nothyng of my list. (III, 630–633)
In fact, she did not need to actively give him “al the lond and fee” as legally she has passively
acquired the normal married woman’s status of feme couverte de baron which gave her new
husband complete control over all of these (Gastle 2004, 44). She uses the reconciliation
between herself and her husband after the fracas, following the episode of the book (III, 711–
928), to manipulate her husband into letting her have control of her property again. He has
begun the quarrel by taunting her, reading aloud from his book all the passages and tales
about perfidious women, legendary and biblical, especially wives who torment or murder
their husbands. Enraged, she tears three leaves out of his book, hits him and knocks him into
the fire. He retaliates with a blow which knocks her unconscious so that she appears dead. In
his relief when she becomes conscious again, he vows never to hit her again, only to receive
another slap, and concedes by giving her back the control of house, land and even of his
reputation. In her telling of this episode she makes it sound as though the power of her
personality was all that was needed, but in fact a change in legal status would be necessary.
For this she would have to file with the courts for the right to act financially as femme sole.
Her business dealings and income as a clothier, as well as income from her “lond and fee”,
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would now be hers alone, no doubt to spend on her pilgrimages, without needing to appeal to
her husband for funds.
Durant Robertson makes a good case for the Wife of Bath having tenancy of land,
perhaps several parcels of land, as well as house and goods. He points out that land “was then
evaluated … for the annual income that might be expected of it” (Robertson 1980, 404), so
“lond and fee” could be intended to apply to such land tenancy. He gives, as a real-life
example, the case of Margery Haynes of Wiltshire, in the region of Bath, who had tenancy of
considerable lands, including a fulling mill and a teasling mill, both invaluable in the cloth
industry. Included is an outline of the complex nature of her tenancy, widowhood and the
transfer of property, which gives an idea of how simplified the Wife of Bath’s narration is in
this regard. One would not expect a poetic character to go into tedious detail of courts, fines
and fees, but the implication in the poem is that she wishes to demonstrate her control of all
the processes involved. Control and freedom are her themes throughout her Prologue, and it
could well be in her extravagant nature to exaggerate these past the point of legal realities. No
doubt contemporary readers would be aware of this exaggeration as an expression of her own
self-importance. Eileen Power describes the middlemen, the clothiers, who organised the
supply and work involved in cloth production, becoming wealthy in the process. They took
over the movement of supplies from raw wool to finished cloth, and employed the carders,
spinners, weavers, fullers and shearers in a ‘putting out’ system. Both to avoid the town gild
system and to take advantage of the water-driven fulling mills, they “pursued their activities
in country villages, rather than the old corporate towns” (Power 1963, 153). This would
account for the Wife of Bath actually coming from “biside Bath” (I, 445), not from Bath
itself. The southwestern counties were major producers in the cloth trade in the latter
fourteenth century. Anthony Bridbury, in his Medieval English Clothmaking: an Economic
Survey, writes that “half the annual commercial output of cloth for all England, measured in
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terms of cloths of assize, was put on sale in the counties of Hampshire, Wiltshire, Dorset,
Somerset and Gloucestershire” (Bridbury 1982, 49). A successful clothier from this region
then could become very wealthy indeed. To a Londoner accustomed to court manners, as was
Chaucer, a clothier from the provinces might certainly be rich, but also uncultured and brash.
From the episode of the book, described above, the Wife of Bath does not show the
respect for her husband’s possessions that she would claim for her own. Admittedly he does
taunt her with his reading aloud from the misogynist passages in his book, but the book
would be an expensive possession. Tearing pages out of it and later demanding that the whole
book be burned was to destroy a valuable item. This lack of respect for books and text for
their own sakes, is similar to the attitude of the proposed customer for MS 2320 who
demanded the truncation of the Lunary, the beginning of the Braiding Instructions half way
down a page, and its abandonment mid-instruction when she may have decided that she had
enough, or that time or vellum was running out. She was obviously prepared to pay for a
book with illuminations, no doubt to show off as well as to use, but did not respect its
integrity as a text.
Most of this is, of course, outside the limits of Chaucer’s actual writing of the
character of the Wife of Bath, but contemporary readers and listeners would have mentally
filled in these details as any reader does, furnishing the image with knowledge from their own
time and place. The more vividly characters are written in terms of personality, as is the Wife
of Bath, the more they feel like real people, to be mentally invested with a wealth of life extra
to the author’s written words.

Conclusion
The earlier sections of MS 2320 would be of general interest to medieval people of many
walks of life, and in themselves give little idea of the original owner. It is the Braiding
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Instructions, and their abrupt introduction and ending, which personalise the book in its
original form, and suggest a first owner. I have proposed a wealthy merchant class woman,
with possibly an impatient nature, and an interest in handwork. This may have been part of
running a house, or as a professional silkwoman.
Regarding the text itself and the references to laces, two meanings of the word lace
were then current, neither of them being the modern meaning of a light, airy fabric. In MS
2320 the words means what we now call a braid, and another meaning was of a snare or trap.
This allows a re-reading of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, looking at uses of the word in
the light of these meanings. In respect of my proposed first owner, a comparison can be made
with Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, her social and economic status, and her character.
This was the text which drew me to the study of MS 2320 and it is still, to my mind,
the text which gives the book its individual interest. There are many medieval Middle English
texts with prognostications and lunaries, but only one other known set of braiding
instructions, dating from approximately fifty years later than MS 2320.
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Conclusion

In my study of the manuscript book MS 2320 I have brought together many strands in the
creation of one book of the early fifteenth century. First I discussed the place of this book in
the field of manuscript study, finding that it is an example of a separate type within those
studies, that of the professionally made book with useful information but no literary or
overtly religious content. By working with a new historicist approach, I have taken my
research into intellectual, social, economic and practical areas of study, in order to position
the book in each of these.
Research into the physical making of the book led to placing the book socially and
economically as most likely having been made for the wealthy bourgeois, probably city
based, and wishing to own a practical book, rather than one for entertainment. Its
illuminations are professional but not of top quality, and there are signs of the
commissioner/owner having some input into the choice and arrangement of texts, which I
identified and discussed. I applied my research on the place of astrology in the medieval view
of science to the prognosticatory texts in the book, and the history of the calendar from
antiquity has been enlightening when learning to read and apply the calendar in this book.
The practical instructions for one specific textile technique have been defined and compared
with other almost identical versions of the text, both contemporary and in their later
appearances. The professional practitioners of that technique are discussed as possible early
owners of MS 2320. I have used the evidence from my study of the world of bookmaking in
the early fifteenth century to propose a type for the first owner of the book, and from this I
have considered its use both when new and as time passed. The latter was derived from
evidence in the form of later added entries to the manuscript in various hands.
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During my research I came across several instances where the information which I
was discovering was useful in understanding passages of poetry from the fourteenth and
fifteenth century, and I gave examples of these. From my study of the calendar, it became
clear that familiarity with the medieval calendar and ways of expressing dates can clarify
humorous passages, such as in my Skelton example, as well as the connections between
important references. I used my new understanding to argue, in instances from Chaucer’s
Prologue to the Canterbury Tales and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, in refutation of
statements by modern scholars who had accused the medieval authors of carelessness or
forgetfulness. This calendrical knowledge would also be of great value for researchers when
consulting manuscripts in archival records or collections of letters. The astrological
knowledge relating to the prognosticary texts in MS 2320 enriches one’s understanding of
underlying meaning in a great deal of medieval literature. The presence of these texts in MS
2320, and in many other manuscripts of the period, indicates the prevalence of belief in this
knowledge as useful and meaningful in an everyday context. Much scholarly work has been
written on astrology in literature, in particular that of Chaucer, appearing frequently as long
discursive notes in editions of the texts. For the modern reader, a personal understanding of
astrological terms and ideas leads to more enjoyable reading and involvement in the text,
without the need for frequent recourse to those intrusive notes.
My analysis of literary passages included discussion of the changes in meaning of
words which can affect the reading of the texts by modern readers. I focused on two words
which were particularly relevant to my study, and in relation to one of these words, lace, I
analysed and compared the translations by six different scholars of Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight into modern English. The results showed differences in interpretation and emphasis,
some minor but others significant. Of course, pedantic word-by-word translations can be
almost unreadable, and the intended purpose of the translation is of key importance, ranging
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from close translations for students, through newly poetic versions such as Seamus Heaney’s
Beowulf, to versions intended for junior readers. Whatever the final aim of the translator
though, there is a need for a detailed understanding of the original text, its cultural world, and
its vocabulary in order to transfer the meaning. This last is shown to be lacking in some
instances in my example, albeit with a narrow focus on one word to the exclusion of other
qualities in those translations.
I did not carry out a detailed analysis of the texts themselves, though I found several
instances of repetition and other scribal error in them. The twentieth-century transcriptions to
which I referred also had some errors, but I did not analyse these, as this was not the aim of
this research. By reasons of distance and being limited to electronic access to MS 2320, I
have not been able to comment on the quality of the parchment, or on physical marks which
are not clear regarding to their natural or added presence.
This type of book could tell us a lot about several aspects of late medieval English life
if more examples were studied in detail. Individual manuscripts need to be identified and
subjected to scholarly scrutiny, which then could lead to comparative studies. From these,
correlations between scribal hands, illuminations and other decorative embellishments may
become evident. A greater knowledge of the book trade practice of the period could then be
gained, as well as a better picture of book ownership of these books of practical everyday
knowledge. Comparison of content between books of this type uncovers much of interest
regarding the balance between scribal intent and consumer input into the content of these
books. Such study would need to avoid the tendency of previous studies of medieval practical
texts to follow either particular subject matter such as medicine (Robbins 1970) or hawking
(Scott-Macnab, 2003), or specific texts such as Storia Luna (Means 1993) or the Wise Book
of Philosophy and Astronomy (Griffin 2006), as well as including privately made books as in
Linne Mooney’s otherwise valuable Practical Didactic Works in Middle English (Mooney
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1981). The books themselves would be the topic of research: why and how they were made
and for which market, what was included in them and how that varied between examples, and
what use was made of them by both original and later owners. The aim would be a more
complete understanding of the professional book trade and its customers.
Personally, my study MS 2320 has given me a greatly increased understanding of
certain aspects of late medieval English society. This has enhanced my appreciation of the
literature of the time in respect to meanings and subtleties of words, references to calendrical
and astrological matters, and the economic situation of some classes of women.
On the practical side, I have also become far more familiar with one medieval script
which at first I found very difficult to read. At the beginning of my work on this study I
encountered a book which was printed in London in 1506 in a textura typeface, very similar
to the textura script of MS 2320. I found the text difficult to decipher and in any case I could
not understand what the text was about. Nearing the end of my work, I was led back to the
same book by the direction my work was leading me, and found that I now had little trouble
with reading the type, and also understood the topic, finding the previously almost
incomprehensible book to be fascinating. This personal experience confirmed me in my
confidence in this type of interdisciplinary study, and the value of working from a detailed
study of many aspects of an artefact to lead one to a greater appreciation of the literature.
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